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PART I.
FRUITS AND EDIBLE BERRIES.

THE Etymology of Plant names is a subject that has always 
possessed a great attraction for me, ever since I first read 
Dr. Prior's work on the " popular names of British Plants;" 
a most delightful hook, not only to botanists, hut to all who 
take an interest in the history of the English language. I 
shall have occasion to refer to it frequently in the present 
paper; and am indebted to it for even more information than 
is hereafter specially acknowledged.

The charm of the subject, as of Etymology generally, lies 
in the history contained in the very names themselves, which 
often carries us further back than any human records, to a 
time preceding even the earliest traditions, when our remote 
Arian ancestors had not yet acquired the art of writing, 
nor begun to disperse from their original Asiatic home. 
Each name has more or less of a pedigree, and by following 
this backwards from one language to another, we can often 
trace the name to a stage in which it is no longer a mere 
conventional term, but possesses a distinctive meaning of its 
own. It may describe the plant itself, or some of its real or 
supposed properties ; or it may indicate some use to which it 
has been put, or frequently the country from which it has 
been brought: and in whatever language a name has such 
significance, in that we may generally conclude that it had its 
origin. Thus " Daisy " or " Day's eye" is no doubt a name
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coined in our own Anglo-Saxon mint, for it expresses in 
English the habit the plant has of opening its flowers during 
the day, and of closing them at night. The name " Dandelion" 
again is of French origin, for in its French form Dent de lean, 
or lion's tooth, it tells us of the jagged shape of the leaf. 
Our " Peach?' which is in French " Peche" (formerly written 
Pesche), and in Italian " Pesca," possesses no significance in 
these languages; but if we follow it back to its previous 
stages, to the Latin " Persica," and the Greek pjXov iripaiKov, 
it informs us very clearly that this fruit reached Greece and 
Rome from Persia.

Professor De Candolle has made use of the evidence thus 
afforded us by Etymology to aid in determining the probable 
native countries of plants in general cultivation; and, per 
haps, from a purely botanical point of view, it is this aspect 
of the question that possesses the greatest interest. Wherever 
a plant has an original significant name, it may be fairly 
inferred that it is indigenous, unless the name itself implies 
the contrary. We may confidently reckon the Daisy as 
indigenous in England, the Dandelion in France, but the 
Peach as only introduced in South Europe. The converse, 
however, that where a plant's name is not original, the plant 
itself is not indigenous, does not hold equally good. It is 
true that when a foreign plant is introduced into a country, 
it generally brings with it its foreign name,* so that when we 
speak of Ipecacuanha or Tobacco, of an Orange or a Gherkin, 
we use words which testify that the two first are native in 
America, and the two last in Asia ; but it by no means follows 
that all plants with foreign names are importations, that the 
Dandelion, because we call it now by a French name, was 
brought to us from France, or that our Violets and Campions 
are only naturalized plants in Britain. This must be borne 
in mind, or we shall be liable to push the etymological 

* There are exceptions, e.g. Pint-apple and Snow-flake.
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argument too far. An original name indicates nearly always 
a native plant: a foreign name raises some slight suspicion 
that the plant has been introduced ; and, if this be confirmed 
by other evidence, it points out to us from whence the plant 
has come, and sometimes the route by which it has travelled.

It is also necessary to remember that there are two ways in 
which a significant name may pass from one language to 
another. It may (1) be adopted, as it stands in the first 
language, or in a more or less corrupt form ; or (2) its meaning 
may be translated, and expressed in the second language. As 
an example of each mode, I may refer to the Greek name 
XtXtStmoj', derived from x£^6>v, a swallow, probably from the 
absurd belief, mentioned by Dioscorides, Pliny, and other 
authors, that swallows use the plant to restore sight to their 
young when they cannot see.* The Greek name has passed 
into Latin as " Chelidonium ;" thence into French as " Cheli- 
" doine," and into English as " Celandine," and thus ceases 
to be a significant name in those languages. The Germane, 
however, translate the meaning of the Greek word into their 
own language, and say " Schwalben-kraut"; which again has 
come into English as " Swallow-wart." It is evident that 
this last, although in a manner expressive, is no more an 
original name than " Celandine"; both have equally descended 
from the Greek. Further complication arises when in thus 
translating the meaning of a name a mistake is made; as 
when the Germans resolve the Latin " Centaurea" into 
" Centum aurei," and render it " Tausend-gulden-kraut"; or 
when the English confuse the Latin " Vacciniwn" with 
Vaccinum, and translate it " Cowberry."

When a plant has an entirely different and independent 
name in the several families of Arian languages, the pre 
sumption is that it either did not grow, or at any rate was

* Diosc. II, 211. Pliny's statament is " Hac enim hirundines oculis pullorum 
" in nido restituunt visum, ut qnidam volunt, etiam erutis oculis." (Lib. xxv, 50.)
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not recognised by name, in the original abode of the Arian 
race; but that it received its varying titles as the Arian 
peoples met with it in the countries to which they afterwards 
spread. When, on the contrary, the names of a plant in 
different languages are etymologically related to one another, 
the affinity may arise from the plant having been known to, 
and received a distinguishing name from, the people speaking 
those languages before they separated from each other; in 
 which case the change in the form of the name will generally 
be governed by certain known laws. The similarity of name 
may, however, arise also from other causes. Long after the 
separation of one nation from another, and the consequent 
divergence of their respective languages, a plant may be 
introduced from the one to the other, and bring with it its 
foreign name, as the Peach has brought its original Latin 
name, and the Orange its original Sanscrit name, in a corrupt 
form, into our English language ; but in cases of such, what 
I may term lateral, transmission, the phonetic corruption of 
the name is generally more irregular. Even when the plant 
itself has not been introduced, in many cases a foreign name 
is imported into a language, and supersedes the native name 
which the plant originally bore. For instance, with us the 
alien word " Dandelion " has almost entirely supplanted the 
coarse vernacular name, descriptive of the plant's medicinal 
qualities, which survives now only in some parts of England. 
It is therefore necessary, when we use Etymology as an aid 
in Botanical Geography, to exercise great care, and discrimi 
nate rightly from what cause the similarity of name arises.

The importation of foreign names, to which allusion has 
been made, is particularly noticeable in a language so com 
posite as our own: and the large foreign element amongst 
English plant names, now in use, has been thus accounted 
for by Dr. Prior. In the earliest stages of civilization, 
distinctive names were not given to every species of plant,
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but only to those which attract attention from being useful 
for food, medicine, or other purposes; from their beauty; or 
from the injury which they inflict as weeds. Consequently 
we find that " our fruit and timber trees, the cereal grains, 
" and several pot herbs and medicinal plants have the same 
" (names) at the present day, as they bore a thousand years 
" ago; but by far the greater number of our other species 
" have only such as have been given to them during the last 
" 300 years. These (names) for the most part were intro- 
" duced from abroad; for in the accurate study of living 
" plants, the continental nations took the lead, and our own 
" early herbalists did little more than ascertain what they 
" meant, and apply their names to our own plants." Com 
paratively recent names I do not propose to take into 
consideration, but merely older ones that have a longer 
history, whether in our own or in some other language. 
Even when so restricted, the subject is too large to be under 
taken in a single evening, and we had better confine ourselves 
to-night to the names of fruits and edible berries.

Properly to investigate the etymology of a plant name, we 
should first trace it back to its earliest or significant stage, 
until, in fact, it almost ceases to be a proper name, and 
becomes descriptive : then from this starting point we should 
follow it through its various ramifications to its present forms 
in existing languages. By this means we can sometimes 
establish a relationship that would not otherwise be suspected; 
and show that names, now very unlike, have had a common 
origin. This is what I have endeavoured to do, but not 
always with success ; for in hunting a name up the stream of 
language we are sometimes checked before we reach the source, 
and from our deficient information are unable to follow the 
scent with any confidence beyond a certain point. But even 
when this happens, and we fail to trace a name to its original 
starting point, it is still interesting to follow it as far back as 

C2
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we can; and from thence to trace its passage into modern 
languages ; in the hope that at some future time, with a more 
complete knowledge of the older languages, its origin may be 
discovered.

ORANGE. The Scr. * name for the Orange was Nagaranga, 
from Naya, tree or plant, and rant/a, colour, subsequently 
contracted into Ndranga. That it had reference to the 
peculiar colour of the fruit is the more probable, because 
Ndranga was also applied to the Carrot, the root of which is, 
as we say, of an orange colour. The contracted Scr. name, 
with only the termination changed, still survives in the exist 
ing languages of India, the fruit being called Naranyi in both 
Hin. and Guz. In passing into Per. the name assumes three 
forms, Ndrank, Ndranj, and Taranj; the first represented 
by the Hung. Narancs; the second passing unchanged into 
Ar.; while the third is in Turk, applied particularly to the 
bitter orange.

The original initial N. is retained in only some of the 
languages of S. Europe, as in the modern Gr. wpon-ft, the 
Venetian Narami, and the Sp. Naranja. From the latter 
comes the Prt. Laranja, which when adopted into Bask is 
further changed into Laranya. Except in the Venetian

The following abbreviations are made use of for
Scr. Sanscrit.
Hin. Hindustanee.
Bug. Bengalee.
Guz. Guzeratee.
Tarn. Tamul.
Tel. Telugu.
Hal. Malayalam.
Per. Persian.
Gr. Greek.
Lat. Latin.
It. Italian.
Sp. Spanish.
Prt. Portuguese.
Fr. French.
O.H.G. Old High German.
Ger. German.
L. G. Low German.
Dut. Dutch.

A. S.
Eng.
Dan.
Sw.
Ice.
Bret.
Wel.
Corn.
Ir.
Gael.
MX.
Rus.
Pol.
Boh.
Hung
Ar.
Heb.
Turk.

languages :  
Anglo-Saxon.
English.
Danish.
Swedish.
Icelandic.
Breton.
Welsh.
Cornish.
Irish.
Gaelic.
Manx.
Russian.
Polish.
Bohemian.

. Hungarian.
Arabic.
Hebrew.
Turkish.
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dialect the Italians drop the first letter altogether, and say 
Arancia, which was latinized in mediceval times into Arancium, 
and Aurantium, the change of the opening syllable to Aur 
having reference to Aurum, gold, in allusion to the golden 
colour of the fruit. Under the same influence the French 
have Orange; and this modification passed into English. 
It is recorded in Queen Eleanor's household expense book 
that in A.D. 1290 she purchased from a Spanish ship that 
arrived at Portsmouth " vii poma de orenge" ; but the earliest 
occurrence of the name as an English word that I have met 
With is in an alliterative poem of about A.D. 1360, on the 
destruction of Sodom, in which the trees growing by the 
Dead Sea are described as bearing fruit as fair " as Orenge 
" and other fryt and Apple garnade ; al so red and so ripe and 
" rychely hwed." Shortly after this date we read of " Orengis 
" and Apples of grete aprice." Our name is thus derived 
immediately from the French ; but the supplies of the fruit 
itself in early times reached England at any rate in part from 
Spain; for Shakespeare writes " as civil as an orange," an 
evident pun upon the "Seville" or bitter orange. The Fr. 
name lias also been adopted into modern German, and other 
Teutonic as well as some Celtic languages, appearing in its 
most corrupted form in the Wel. Oraits and Tr. Oraisde. A 
former German name was Pomeranke, now surviving as 
Pomeranze; and we find in several other languages this 
prefix Pome, in its general sense of round fruit, as used by 
ourselves in Pomegranate. The Swedes and Danes call the 
fruit Pomerans, and among Slavonic languages are found the 
Rus. Pomeraitxe, Boh. Pomoranc, and Pol. Pomarancza.

My reason for taking the Orange first is partly in order to 
consider at the outset those names that can be traced back to 
Scr., and partly because the variations of this name in the 
different European languages afford a good example of the 
great and irregular changes that can take place in a name



when it passes by lateral transmission from one language to 
another. Laranya, Oraisde, and Pomarancza are very 
unlike to each other, and to the Scr. Ndgaranga; and yet 
there can be no doubt that they are all corruptions and 
modifications of that original name.

LEMON. In Lemon, on the contrary, we have an original 
Scr. name, varying a good deal in its early stages; but 
afterwards spreading with remarkable uniformity throughout 
the European languages. Several of the Scr. names for 
fruits refer to their succulence, or signify that they are 
eatable : and from the root "jam," to eat, are formed the 
names applied in common to both the Sweet Lime and the 
Lemon, Jamblra and Jamlu. The latter was modified in 
Scr. itself to Nimbit, which is still represented by the Ben. 
Nlbu, and Hin. Nimfi; but in the modem languages of 
India the initial N is often changed to L (as in the Port, for 
Orange), and we have in Guz. Limbii, and in Hin. Libu and 
Limit. It is since this change of N into L that the name 
has passed into Per., where we find it written both Limu and 
Limun. The latter appears unchanged iu Turk, and Ar.; 
and with very slight changes in most European languages, 
the principal variations being Limon, Limone, Limoen, 
Lemdo, \tpovi, and Lemon. The most corrupt forms are 
again the Celtic, the Ir. Liomoid, and Gael. Liomaid.. The 
French originally used Limon, which still survives in their 
Limonade ; but to the fruit itself they .now apply the name 
Citron : and we have in this an instance of the arbitrary 
transfer of a name from one fruit to another, which, although 
belonging to the same genus botanically, is yet quite distinct. 
Such a transfer is not uncommon, and has sometimes given 
rise to great confusion, as we shall find when we come to the 
Cucurbitaceee.

POMEGRANATE. One of the Scr. names for this fruit, 
Ddlima, is said to bo from dal, to burst; but it was likewise



written DAdima and Darimba. The direct descendants of 
these names appear in the Hin. Darim, and the Ben. Ddlim ; 
and they have even hecome naturalized, in a somewhat 
altered form, in Turanian languages of India, as in thtf 
Tarn. Ma-ddlam, Mal. Ma-ddla, and Tel. Dddima ; but they 
have not spread Westward. Another Scr. name for the 
Pomegranate is Nirasa, from Nira, water or juice, probably 
in allusion to a drink which was prepared from the fruit. 
We read in Canticles (VIII, 2) of " spiced wine of the 
"juice of my Pomegranate," Dioscorides also writes of 
pomegranate wine ; and a sherbet is still made from the fruit 
in Persia. From Nirasa comes the Hin. and Per. Andr, 
modified in the latter language to Ndr, in which form it has 
passed into Turk. Another Per. name for the Pomegranate 
is Edna, considered by Vuller to be a corruption of the 
Gr. pom or poa; but it is probable that both are derived from 
the name of the fruit amongst the neighbouring Semitic1 
nations. The Per. would then be only a contraction of the 
Ar. Rommdna, or the Chaldee Rimmona. The Hebr. modi 
fication Rimmon is familiar to English ears as the name also 
of the Syrian deity, in whose temple Naaman requested 
permission to bow down : and it has been suggested that the 
Syrian religion was a relic of the ancient tree worship; and 
that the Pomegranate-tree was worshipped as an emblem of 
the fertilizing principle in nature. The Ar. name was carried 
by the Moors into the Peninsula, where it still survives in 
the Portuguese Romda. We shall find other plants retaining 
in that language their Moorish names, which thus constitute 
a memorial of former Mahomedan supremacy.

The Pomegranate seems to have been introduced to Eome 
from Carthage, hence one of the Lat. names for it, " Malum 
"fttnicum," or Punic apple : but although the Romans may 
have thus received the fruit from a Semitic source, they did 
not adopt the Phcenicean name. The other Lat. name,
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Granatm, was descriptive of the internal structure of the 
fruit, and has since spread over most of Europe, often joined 
to the name for apple Granata, Granada, and Grenade; 
Pome-granate, Mela-granata, and Ma-grana; Granat-apfel 
and Granat-alma, are all plain adaptations of the name; 
while the Rus. Graialovoe-iablok, Boh. Gallko-zrnale, and 
Wel.Afal-gronynoff are literal translations of a "grainy apple." 
So also was the A.S. JEpl-cyrnlu; for, as the Pomegranate is 
mentioned in Scripture, its name has travelled with Christi 
anity, and reached England at an early date. The old French 
name, up to even Gerarde'a time, was Pomme-granate; and 
after the Conquest this passed into English, both as Apple- 
garnade, see the passage quoted under Orange, and as Pome 
granate, the latter appearing in a vocabulary of the 15th 
century in the very corrupt form of Pounkaret.

RAISIN, GRAPE, VINE. Several names are assigned to the 
Grape in Scr. dictionaries ; but of these the only one that has 
come down to the present time is Rasa, which means also 
juice, and is derived from the root Ran, to taste. In Per. the 
name exists as Ras applied to the vine, and Rasa to its fruit; 
while the Gr. form was p'a£ ; and the Lat. Racemus, signifying 
rather a bunch of grapes than a single fruit; which meaning 
is retained by the It. Racemo, and Sp. Racimo. The transi 
tion from the Lat. to the Fr. Raisin is well shown by the 
intermediate Proven9al names Razim and Razain. Again 
from the Fr. the name has been adopted into Bret. as Rezin, 
and into Ir. as Risin, in the sense of the fresh fruit; and it 
seems formerly to have been occasionally used in this sense 
even in English, for Chaucer writes : 

" For no man at the first stroke 
Ne may not fell downe an oke, 
Nor of the reisins have the wine 
Till grapes be ripe and well aflne."

It is, however, now applied only to the dried fruit; as also are 
the other modifications, the Ger. Rosine, Dut. Rosijn, Dan.
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Rosin, Swed. Russin, Wel. Rttesin, Pol. Rozynek, and Boh. 
Hrozinka.

In It., Sp., and Port., the name for grape, Uva, is identical 
with an original Lat. name, which, like the Scr., is indicative 
of the juicy or watery nature of the fruit: " Uva siu dicitur 
" ab uvore, ut scribit Varro." Our own name Grape displaced 
the A. S. Win-berig after the Conquest; and its etymology is 
as follows : It. Grappo, a siezing ; Grappare, yraspare, to 
seize; Grappa, the stalk of fruit, the part that is held ; 
Grappo, grappolo, a bunch of grapes. The Fr. Grappe also 
means a bunch ; but the Dut. Grappe or Krappe is applied 
like our own name to a single fruit.

Turning from the fruit to the plant itself, the Lat. Vitis is 
cognate to our own Withy : indeed in Ice. the vine is called 
Vin-vithi. Both derive their name from their flexibility from 
a root Vi or Wi, in Scr. Ve, to weave or plait, which occurs 
also in the Lat. Viere and Vimen. The lineal descendants of 
the Lat. Vitis are the It. Vite, Sp. Vid, and Port. Vide. The 
English word Vine bears some outward resemblance to these, 
but it is of entirely different derivation, coming from the Lat. 
Vinum, wine; and to trace its remote origin we must enquire 
into that of wine.

It is easy to connect wine with the Lat. Viintm, and the 
Gr. oivog, which originally had the digamma fotvos; but it is 
not easy to discover the previous pedigree of these classical 
names. I do not find any words related to them in Scr., 
though they may possibly be connected with the Per. Win, a 
black grape. At the time when Hebr. was erroneously 
believed to be the parent of all languages, otvoe was supposed 
to be from the Hebr. iin, wine; which in its turn comes from 
ine, to squeeze or press. Now that the Arian and Semitic 
families of languages have been properly distinguished from 
each other, a Heh. derivation of Greek and Latin words has 
to be generally abandoned ; but in the present case it may
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be a correct one. That Semitic words are sometimes adopted 
into Arian languages, and vice versa, cannot be denied; and 
snch adoption is more likely to happen when a Semitic and 
an Arian nation come into contact, and the thing the word 
represents passes from one to the other. Numerous instances 
might he given ; but it may suffice to refer to the Almug 
trees, ivory, apes, and peacocks, which Solomon's ships 
brought from Ophir, and which, Professor Max Miiller has 
pointed out, retained Arian names in Hebr.; to the camel, 
which is known everywhere by its Semitic name ; and to the 
hosts of words common to Ar. and Per., evidently introduced 
from one to the other since the two peoples have been brought 
together by their Mahomedanism. If therefore the intoxi 
cating drinks of the early Arians were prepared from honey, 
milk, or grain, and the art of fermenting grape-juice was 
afterwards acquired from their Semitic neighbours, the Semitic 
name may readily have been applied to the grape-wine in 
Ariau tongues, Be this as it may, and whatever be its origin, 
the Lat. Vinunt has since spread over Europe, with com 
paratively little variation ; and has given its name not only 
to wine, but often to the fruit, and to the plant on which it 
grows, the latter being generally termed Wine-tree, and the 
former Wine-berry.

In addition to the names derived from Vinum there are 
many others scattered amongst European languages applied 
to either the grape, or to the vine or some part of it. Several 
are quite independent, and therefore indicate that the vine, or 
at any rate some variety of it, is indigenous in S. Europe ; 
and that it is not merely an introduction from Asia as some 
suppose. In Boh. the vine is termed Rywa, Rewi, or Rew; 
which in Ger. in found as Rebe; and in Swed. as Ref, a vine- 
tendril. The Ger. Traube means in a primary sense bunch, 
but more especially a bunch of grapes; which in the L. G. 
dialect of Bremen is Druve, in Dut. Druif, in Swed. Drufwa,
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and in Dan. Drite or Vin-drue. Loza, another Boh. name 
for the Vine, is independent, as also the Hung. Szolu. Finally 
the Bask names are entirely unlike any others, Mats or Ma/tats 
meaning grape; and Matsti or Mahastia, a vine.

PALM, DATE. In Scr. the Date had three names, all indi 
cating hardness. Of these Kharjttra, from Khara, hard, 
survives in the Ben. and Guz. Khajur; but in the other 
existing dialects of India the names are quite distinct in 
Hind. Seindi, in Tel. Ita, and in Tarn. Ilchampane   ao that 
the tree is evidently native in the Peninsula, and the Arian 
invaders would find it there after they crossed the Himalayas. 
The Per. name, Kltarma, though not unlike the Scr., is pro- 
bahly from Kharm, good, and has passed into Turk. The 
Gr. name of the Palm, <^om£, merely indicates an introduction 
from Phoenicia: and is the origin of the Rus. Phinike, The 
Lat. Palma means literally the palm of the hand ; and several 
explanations have been given of its application to the tree. 
Some think that it was from the crown of leaves, radiating 
from the stem as fingers do from the hand ; others that it is 
descriptive of the hand-like bunch of fruit; a supposition 
supported by the name of the fruit, Dactylus, which means a 
finger; though, strangely enough, not the Lat. diyitus, but the 
Gr. SawuXoc has been used. Dr. Prior considers that the 
name originated from the palmate leaf of the dwarf-palm of 
S. Europe, and has since been extended to other palms ; but 
although Chamcerops humilis and the Date-palm are botani- 
cally related, they are hardly sufficiently alike in appearance 
to be connected with each other in popular phraseology. 
Whatever caused the names for the palm and fingers of the 
hand to be applied to the tree and its fruit, these Lat. names 
are the parents of those now existing in European languages. 
The name of the tree hardly varies at all; that of the fruit 
but little, the main modifications being Daktil, Datil, Dutluli, 
Dattero, Dattel, Dadel. Our present English Date comes
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from the Fr. Datte, formerly written Dactil and Dacte. The 
A. Saxons had adopted only the name of the tree ; and formed 
from it one for the fruit, Palm-ceppel: on the other hand, in 
several languages, from the name of the fruit has been con 
structed one applied specifically to the tree, to distinguish it 
from other palms, as the Sp. Dattilero, Fr. Dattier, Swed. 
Dadlar, and Port. Tamarera. The last is from the Moorish 
Tamra, a date, still surviving in Port., and corresponding to 
the Hebr. Tdmdr, a palm, which means literally straight or 
upright, in allusion to the stem.

OLIVE. Palestine was pre-eminently " a land of oil olive 
" and honey," and it is therefore but natural that the Hebr. 
name Zait, applied alike to the olive and its oil, and believed 
to be derived from Zahit, to shine, should pass into neigh 
bouring languages. Tbe Arabs call the olive Zeitun, the 
cultivated olive-tree Zeitima; whence, through the Moors, 
the Sp. Aceyte, oil, Aceytuno, the cultivated olive-tree; and the 
corresponding Port. Azeite and Azeiiona. The Ar. Zeitun 
has also passed into Turk., and thus established itself in the 
East as well as in the West of Europe. The Per. name for 
both olive and oil, Zeit, is undoubtedly of Semitic origin, for 
it agrees exactly with the Heb. ; and I cannot but regard the 
Scr. name attributed to the olive, Jita-phal fphal-hmi) as 
merely a corruption of the Per., and of comparatively late 
origin, for in the Indian dialects the Per. Z is generally 
turned into J.

The Scr. name for oil, lei or tail, is however original, and, 
with the initial t dropped, is probably the source of the Gr. 
eX-aioc, and of the Lat. ol-eum. The Lat. word has passed 
into all European languages, and has given the names, not 
only to the manufactured product, but also to the tree and its 
fruit, with variations so slight that it is unnecessary to par 
ticularize them. The A. Saxons had Ele, oil, Ele-beam, i.e. 
oil-tree, and Ele-berge, oil-berry. Our present English form
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of the word, oil, is probably from the Fr. huille, through the 
Norman oille ; and our olive is the Fr. word unchanged.

FIG. The Scr. name attributed to the fig, Anjlra, appears, 
like that of the olive, not to be original, but is considered by 
Prof. Monier Williams to be from the Per. Anjlr means in 
Per. primarily foramen, and it is applied to the fig probably 
in reference to the opening at the lower end of the fruit. It 
has passed unchanged into the dialects of N. India; and 
appears as Injir in Turk. The Hebr. name Tinah, in Ar. 
written Tin, is original, and said to be from Tan, to spread 
out, in allusion to the spreading growth of the branches. 
The Gr. <TVKOI> seems also to be an original name, though I 
cannot discover its significance ; and from it wo have the 
Lat. Ficus, the change of s. into f. being agreeable to analogy. 
The modern languages of Europe all derive their names from 
the Lat., the c. or k. sound being often changed to the corres 
ponding soft check g. The most aberrant are the Sp. Higo, 
Ger. Feige, Bret. Fiez, and Wel. Fjigy*. Even the Bask has 
not an independent name, Pikoa being evidently only a cor 
ruption of Fico. We have therefore no etymological evidence 
that this fruit is indigenous in Europe W. of Greece ; and it 
probably had its origin in the district included in Boissier's 
Flora Orientalis.

MELON, PUMPKIN, CUCUMBER, AND ALLIED FRUITS. Much 
confusion has been caused by the name of one species of 
Cucurbitacese, when transferred to another language, having 
been erroneously applied to other species, so that it is im 
possible to trace out fully the name of one of the group, 
without considering along with it the names of the others ; 
but although the etymology is thus intricately involved, I will 
endeavour to unravel it as well as I can.

One of the Scr. names of the Cucumber, Sukasa, comes 
from the roots Su, good (whence Sitkli, pleasure, joy), and 
Khdd, to eat, and thus signifies that the fruit is good or
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and in Per. by Fikus, the change of s. into f. being analogous 
to that from the Gr. OVKOV to the Lat. Ficus. In Gr. it 
existed in two forms (1) OLKVO., used for cucurbitaceous fruits 
generally ; (2) OIKVS or o-t/cuoc, applied to one eaten unripe, 
probably the cucumber. The former name, after being thus 
used as a generic term, appears in It. as Zucca, again applied 
specifically, but now to different species, viz., the gourd and 
pumpkin. In the other languages of Europe we find no 
trace of OLKVOQ ; unless we can regard as a corruption of it 
our English Squash, a name now surviving in America rather 
than in Britain, but formerly applied to what of late has 
been termed " Vegetable marrow." I make this suggestion, 
however, with considerable hesitation, for " Squash" was also 
used in the sense of something immature, and Shakespeare 
more particularly applies it to an immature peas-cod. Thus 
when Bottom is introduced to Titania's attendant fairy, Peas- 
blossom, he says to her : " I pray you commend me to 
" Mistress Squash your mother, and to Master Peascod your 
" father;" and Malvolio describes Viola as " not yet old 
" enough for a man, nor young enough for a boy, as a squash 
" is before 'tis a peascod, or a codling when 'tis almost an 
" apple."

In contradistinction to inoos, which was eaten unripe, the 
Greeks called fruits of a somewhat similar kind, but which 
were eaten ripe, Trtirwv. The word is properly an adjective, 
and means ripe; coming itself from TEHTO), I cook, a ripe 
fruit being regarded as baked by the sun. The name passed 
into Lat. as Pepo (peponis), and has thence passed into 
modern languages. The It. Popone is applied to the Melon ; 
the Sp. Pepin, and Port. Pepino to the Cucumber; but in 
other languages the name refers chiefly to the Pumpkin. 
Our own word was originally written Pompion or Pumjiion, and 
agrees with the Fr. Pompon, in Languedoc Poupoun, with
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the Dut. Pompoen, Swed. Pumpa, and Wel. Pwmpa or 
Pwmpion. The Gr. Pfebe is also related. The ancient 
Greeks appear to have included under iraruv hoth the pump 
kin and the melon ; at least so far as the fruits can be 
identified from their descriptions, some authors apply the 
name to the one, some to the other. In modern Greek it is 
retained for the melon. When, however, this fruit was intro 
duced to Rome it was at first termed for distinction Melo-pepo, 
the Gr. word prjXov, meaning primarily apple, hut used also 
generically for round fruit, being attached to irttrwv in allusion 
to the shape of the fruit. MijXov itself appears to me to 
belong to that class of words, originally from the root mar 
or mal, that signify softness, such ns the Lat. mol/e, the 
Slavonic maldu, and our own mellow* and it was probably 
exactly in the sense conveyed by the last word that nri\ov was 
applied to the apple. In course of time the Romans shortened 
Melo-pepo into Melo (melonis), so that the Gr. word for apple 
became the Lat. word for melon, and in that sense it has 
passed into the Romance, Teutonic, and some of the Slavonic 
languages, varying in form to Me/one, Me fan, Melao, Mcloen, 
and Melaun, The Wel. also have Melon, but in Ir. a.nd Gael, 
it is more corrupted, and occurs as Meal-bucan.

The Portuguese, besides using Melao for the melon, apply 
the name in the modified form Melancia, also written 
Balancia, to the fruit which we call Water-melon. Our 
name is equivalent to the Ger. Wasser-melon, Swed. Watten- 
melon, and Dan. Vand-melon ; but it is not of long standing, 
and I incline to think that this fruit was formerly included 
under the term " pumpion," and that allusion is made to it 
by the Merry Wives of Windsor when, in their indignation, 
they speak of Falstaff as " this unwholesome humidity, this 
" gross watery pumpion."

Returning to Scr., we find another name for the Cucumber, 
* Bee below under Mulberry.
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or perhaps the closely allied species, Cucumis utilissimus, 
viz., Karkati. At first sight this might seem to come from 
Karka, white or good ; but I believe it is rather connected 
with the reduplicated form of the Per. Khar or Kltiar treated 
of below, in which case it would be from the same root Khdd, 
to eat, that enters into the composition of Su-khdsa, and 
express the same idea as that word. In India it is now 
applied to the Cucurnis utilissimus, called by Anglo-Indians 
the " Field Cucumber," and occurs as Karkti in Beng., 
Kdkdi in Guz., and Kdkri in Hind. In Europe it is applied 
to the Cucumber, being identifiable with the Boh. Okurka or 
Offurka, the Rus. Ogwrege, and the Pol. Ogdrek, more 
corrupt forms being the Hung. Uborka, and Esthonian 
Ukkuritz. In Ger. it appears as Gurke, in Dan. Agurk or 
Gross fear, and in Swed. as Gurkor. Our own Gherkin, a 
diminutive formed from the Ger. or Scandinavian, means 
more particularly the small kind of Cucumber used for 
pickles.

From two Zend words, or perhaps they may more properly 
be called modifications of one word, which signifies to eat, 
Cash and Car, is, I believe, derived the series of names, 
slightly varying in form, which are assigned in Per. to different 
species of Cucurbitaoese ; and which thus possess the same 
original meaning as the Scr. names. From Cash comes the 
Per. Kashank, a gourd, corresponding with which we find in 
Scr. Khsh-manda. I nlso incline to the belief that the Hebr. 
Keshua. which in our Bibles is translated Cucumber, is a form 
of this Arian name, adopted into Hebrew, just as Kara and 
Khiar have been into Ar. This last, Khiar, is only one of 
the several Per. names formed from the Zend Car, and is 
specific for Cucumber. It has passed into Turk, as well as 
Ar., and occurs in Hind, as Kira. The Per. Kara', from the 
same root, means the gourd, and is also written Kadii, which 
modification has passed into Beng., and is related to the Scr.
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Katu-lumbi. Another form, Khar, is generic, and enters into 
the composition of several Per. names, with various qualifying 
additions, such as Khar-zahra, the Colocynth ; Khar-buzah 
or K/tar-baz, referred to below; and, when combined with the 
specific form Khiar, Khar-khiur, a Cucumber. It is this 
double form of the name that I believe is connected with the 
Scr. Karkati; and with the Lnt. Cucttr-bita, gourd, and 
Cucu-mis, Cucumber.

Each of these Lat. names has left descendants, meaning 
generally the same fruits, amongst modern languages. From 
the former comes the It. Cucuzza, and the Fr. Cougourde, 
afterwards shortened into Gouhourde and Gourde, whence our 
our own Gourd, and the Dut. Kamcoerde. From Cti-curbita, 
dropping the first syllable, I believe also comes tho Ger. 
Kurbiss, the Pol. Korb, Korbel, or Korbas, and lastly the 
Sp. Calabaza, which has become naturalised in the W. Indies, 
and is the origin of the Dut. Kal&bas, and our own Calabash. 
Gourd and Calabash, therefore, though so unlike, are related, 
the one having come by a French, the other by a Spanish line 
of descent. From the Lat. Gucumis (cucumeris) it is easy 
to trace the It. Cocomero, which however is misapplied to the 
Water-melon, the Sp. Cogombro, Fr. Concombre, whence 
our own Cucumber, also the Dut. Komkommer and Ger. 
Kukummer.

Reverting to the compound words formed from the Per. 
Khar, we find one in which it enters into combination with 
biizah, heavy. Khar-buzah, or, as it is also written Kharbaz 
and Kharpaza, refers to the larger fruits of the group, and is 
applied, apparently indiscriminately, to the Melon, Water 
melon, and Pumpkin. In the Indian dialects we find it as 
Khar-buja, Hind, and Beng. for Melon. Turmuj, Beng. for 
Water-melon, is probably a modification; as also the Tel. 
name of the same fruit, Darbuji. Vuller connects the Ger. 
Kurbiss, gourd, with Khar-buzah; and if this name is de-

D
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rived from it, so will also be Calabash, and the other names 
mentioned in connection therewith. Otherwise in passing 
Westward the Per. names seem to be restricted to the Water 
melon. The names of that fruit in Turk., Qarpuz, and in 
modern Gr., icapjrowfi, preserve the initial K, but it is dropped 
in passing into Rus. Arbm and Ardouse, Pol. Arbuz, Gcr. 
Arbuxe, and Fr. Arlouse.

ALMOND. The Scr. term for the Almond, Parasika-janair 
or Persian-born, sufficiently expresses its origin. According 
to Prof. De Candolle, quoting Ainslie's " Materia Medica," 
the Almond is known in Persia itself as Badani-farsi, the 
qualifying "farsl" meaning " Persian ;" but elsewhere the 
Per. name is given as simply Baddin, which appears in Turk, 
as Badim. The Gr. afivySaXi) is evidently an original name, 
the meaning of which I do not find explained, but I would 
hazard the conjecture that it refers to the place from which 
the fruit was introduced to Greece, just as mSuvia expresses 
the introduction of the Quince from Cydon, and Ktpa<roe that 
of the Cherry from the city of that name in Pontus. The 
place from which the Almond derived its name may have been 
the Egyptian Magdala, the a being a prosthetic vowel.* 
From the Gr. the name was adopted into Lat. ns Amygdalm; 
and from this again the European names are all descended. 
In most cases the g, coming before a d, is turned into n, the 
principal exceptions being the Wallnchinn Migdale and Pol. 
Migdel. In the former language, however, the name is also 
written Mandate, corresponding with the It. Mandola and 
Mandorla, whence it passes into Ger. Dan. and Swed, as 
Martdcl, into Boh. as Handle, Rus. as Mendalina, and Hung. 
as Mandola. In Dut. the name is Amandel; and in other 
languages also the initial A has been retained, as in the Sp. 
Almendra, Port. Amendoa, Provence Amandola, and Fr.

* " Prosthetic Towels are very common ill Greek before certain double con- 
eonants, and before r, I, n, TO." Max Miiller, Science of Language.
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Amande. This last was formerly written Almande, and 
thence our own Almond; for although in an A. S. Vocahulary 
of the 10th century the name is given " Magdala," this does 
not appear to have heen a popular name : at any rate, like 
some other A. S. names derived direct from Lat., it was 
superseded after the Conquest hy the French form. The 
Celtic names Bret. Alamandez, Wel. Almon, Ir. Almoin, 
and Gael. Cnu-almoine (Cnu-r\\it) are mere modifications 
of the Fr. and Eng.; the Welsh, however, have as well a 
name of their own, viz., Cneuen groeg, or Greek nut.

PEACH. Closely allied to the Almond, the Peach is, like it, 
apparently of Persian origin ; so, at least, the etymology of 
the name indicates. In Per. itself the fruit is known as 
Shaft-Alu, or coarse-plum, the distinctive feature relied on 
being the texture of its skin, to which the Welsh also allude, 
when they call it Eirin-gwlanoy, literally Woolly-plum. This 
Persian name appears in the dialect of the Caucasus as 
Scheptaly, and in Turk, as Sheftaly. Another Per. name is 
Fdrsa/c, evidently based upon their own national name. The 
Arabs also call a variety (the Nectarine) Tufa'afarsi, or 
Persian-apple, expressing thus the same meaning as the Gr. 
p.Ti\ov-TriptnKov,* whence the Lat. Mahim-persicum, or more 
shortly Persica. This last still survives in It., both unaltered 
and further shortened into Pesca : in Fr. it was formerly 
written Pesche, but now Pcc/te; whence our Eng. word, which 
was formerly spelt both Pesche and Peche. The Fr. name is 
also the origin of the Bret. Pechez: in the other Celtic lan 
guages the Welsh call the fruit Afal-peatus (Afal = apple) ; 
and the Irish the tree Cran-peite (Gran = tree). The A. S. 
vocabulary, above alluded to, gives Persoc, which is perhaps 
the origin of the old Eng. forms of the name, Peske and 
Peesk, which correspond to the L. G. Pdske. The Gcr.

* The modern Or. name is poSdxivov, alluding to the red or rosy colour of 
the fruit.
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Pfirsche, Dut. Perzik, Dan. Ferseken, and Swed. Persika are 
all evident modifications of the Lat. ; so also are the Rus. 
Persike and the Illyrian Pritska. In the latter language it is 
also written Breskwa; and this leads us to the name in other 
Slavonic languages, in which the labial p is changed to the 
corresponding soft check b ; viz. : Boh. Broskewo? Breukowy 
and Pol. Broskwinia. The Hung. Barack comprehends both 
the Peach and the Apricot, the former being termed Oszi- 
barock (Oszi = autumn) in contradistinction to the latter, 
Kaj&zi-barack (Kajfizi= spring) : the name will be treated of 
under Apricot. I have left to the last the names current in 
the Iberian peninsula, as they have a double origin. The old 
Span. Pexego, and Port. Peseyo, are evidently from Persica, 
as also the Bask Peska and even Mertchika and Muchika, 
for a Span, p is not unfrequently changed to m when it passes 
into Bask. The name now more common in Span., Durasno, 
is, however, different. It is from the Lat. Duracina, a name 
applied by the Romans to a variety of the Peach, (the Necta 
rine ?) and evidently derived from the Syrian Dorraq, which 
is found in Ar. as Durdkah. The Span, name might indeed 
be regarded as from the Ar., were it not that the final syllable 
" no " points rather to the Lat. form.

APRICOT. The early names of the Apricot, like those of 
the Peach, indicate an origin in Western Asia; for the fruit 
has in Per. an original name, Zard-alu, or Yellow-plum, 
slightly changed in Turk, to Zerd-dlu ; and the name given it 
by the Greeks, /ui/Xov apfiiviaKov or Armenian apple, shows 
that it reached them from the Eastward. The same name is 
found in Lat. Malum armeniacum; and is the origin of some 
of the more modern names of the fruit, as the It. Armeniache, 
Moniache, and Armelllnl; the Fr. Armeyne and Carmaignole; 
the Ger. Armenellen and Marillen ; from the last of which 
doubtless comes the Pol. Morela; and possibly even the 
Boh. Merunka.
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This fruit had in Lat. also another name, Proecocia, given 
to it because it flowers earlier than the Peach and other stone 
fruit; and expressing the same idea as a Fr. name recorded 
by Cotgrave, Avant-perse. This Proecocia is the predecessor 
of many modern names. It had passed into Greek by the 
time of Dioscorides and Galen, who wrote the name irpaiKOKKia 

ia ; and it is still found in the modern language as 
and irpiKOKKia. In the Sardinian dialect it survives 

as Piricocca, and in the Venetian as Baricoccolo ; but else 
where in Italy it is called Al-biricocca and Albicocca. A 
very ingenious theory has been suggested to account for this 
prefix, which is found in other languages besides It. The 
Lnt. Praecocia is first identified with the Ar. Barkuk; and 
is then supposed to have migrated into Span., along with the 
article " Al," Al-barkiik becoming Albaricoque; and subse 
quently to have passed not only back into Italy, but also into 
French and other languages. This explanation is, however, 
far from satisfactory in some respects; for, as De Candolle 
has pointed out, on the authority of Forskahl and Delile, 
Barkuk is the Ar. name not for the Apricot, but for the Plum ; 
and it seems to me much more likely that the prefix has arisen 
simply from the difficulty, which the barbarians, who overran 
the Roman empire, appear to have experienced in pronouncing 
Lat. words beginning with a double consonant, especially if 
the first letter of the two was an s, or the second one an r. 
To give only a few instances, we have the Span. Espino and 
Fr. Kpine from Spina ; the Sp. Espirito and Fr. Esprit 
from Spiritus ; the Fr. Epreuoe from Probare ; and Ecrevisse 
from 0. H. G. Krebiz ; we shall shortly see that the Lat. 
Primus becomes in Port. Abrunlto ; and even in Old English 
we find such words as " aprice " for " price,"* and " abroach " 
for " broach." The difficulty of pronouncing the double 
consonant may be avoided either by inserting a vowel between

* See the quotation under Orange.
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them, as in the Sardinian and Venetian names for the Apricot; 
or by placing a vowel before them, which has been preferred 
in other instances. The French have Abricot, whence our 
own Apricot; though formerly we followed the Lat. in the 
terminal consonant sound, and said either Abrecocke or 
Apricock, as the name is given by Gerard and Shakespeare 
respectively. The Dut. Aprikoos, Ger. Aprikose, Swed. and 
Dan. Aprikos, and Eus. Aprikoce, are but slight variations ; 
as also the Bask Alrikota. The Bretons drop the a and say 
Brikez; and the Hungarians have the name as Barack. 
They make the name generic, however, and include under it, 
as has already been stated, the Peach, which is distinguished 
as the Autumn species; while the Apricot is, in contrast, and 
with reference to its early flowering, called Kajszi-barack 
(Kajszi=. spring), or, in allusion to its colour, Sarga-barack 
(Sarya= yellow). The former of these qualifying terms, 
Kajszi, seems to have passed, as a distinct name, into Turk, 
as Qaysi, and into modern Gr. as raWi.

In Span, this fruit has a second name Damasco, which it 
also bears in Port., apparently misapplied to it, and originally 
meaning the Damson; just as in the same languages Pepino 
has been transferred from the pumpkin to the cucumber. 
Vice versa from the Ar. name of the Apricot, Mesh or Mesh- 
mesh, has been formed Ameixa, the Port, name for Plum.

PLUM, BULLACE, SLOE, DAMSON. The plum would appear 
to be indigenous over a much wider area, than the two pre 
ceding fruits; for its uncultivated varieties have original 
names in many more languages. Its Pers. name tilu is rather 
generic, being applied to both the peach and apricot, with 
qualifying adjuncts; and even varieties of the Plum itself 
are particularly termed Alu-y-saydh (Black-plum) or Alii-y- 
bakdni (Bokhara plum), the latter indicating its being native 
as far East as Central Asia. Aid appears to have reference 
to the colour of some kinds of plum, and to be from dllft, fire,
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whence all, dark-red. This etymology might he regarded as 
far-fetched, were it not that the same relation between words 
indicating fire, and the name for plum, is found both in Gr. 
and Lat., as will be seen by comparing vpowri, a plum-tree, 
with Ti/ptvoc fiery : and Prunus, with pruna, a live coal. From 
the Lat. name come the It. Prugno, and Fr. Prune, the latter 
being adopted into English for the dried fruit, as " Eaisin" is 
for the dried grape. In Bret. the name is Prun : in other 
languages the « is changed to m, as in the S. Ger. Frame, 
L. G. Pfraume, and Dut. Pruim. The Portuguese apply the 
name only to the wild tree, as Alrunho; but the Italians and 
French, when they use it for the wild tree, change it into a 
diminutive form Prugnola and Prunelle, the wild fruit being 
considerably smaller than the cultivated. In other languages, 
by the well-known change of r into /, the name wears a some 
what different aspect, as in the Lettonian Pluhtne, Ger. 
Pfaulme; L. G. Plumm, corresponding to the A. S. Plume, 
and our present Plum; the Ice. Ploma, Dan. Blomm, and 
Swed. Plomon. It has passed even to Celtic languages, as 
the Corn. Pluman, Ir. Pluma, and Gael. Plumlas.

The Slavonic languages have an entirely different name for 
the plum, the original signification of which is unknown to me, 
viz., Sliva, found in Rus., Pol., and Boh., and passing into 
Hung, as Szilva. I believe that from this Slavonic form 
comes the name of the wild variety (Prunus spinosa) in Fr. 
Sillon, and in the various Teutonic languages. Our own Sloe 
is from the A. S. Sla, the more ancient form being preserved 
in Northern dialects, in the Lancashire Slaigh, and Scotch 
Slue. The cognate names are the Old Ger. Sc/ilehe, Dut. 
and L. G. Slee, Dan. Slaae, and Swed. Sla. I must mention 
however that Dr. Prior connects these Teutonic names with 
the verb " slay," to kill, which has a corresponding represen 
tative in each language ; although he is in doubt " whether 
" the connexion is due to the wood having been used as a
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" flail (as from its being so used at this day is most probable) 
" or as a bludgeon."

To the spineless variety of the wild tree (Prunus insititia) 
is applied a series of names, represented in English by 
But/ace. This name occurs in English as far back as the 
thirteenth century, when it was spelt Bolace: and we read of 
" Bolaces and Blakeberries that on breres growen." Chaucer 
has it Bolas, and Gerard Bulesse. In old Fr. the fruit was 
called Pelosse, the tree Bellocier; and Professor Be Candolle 
states that the name still exists in the Swiss dialect as Belosse. 
Dr. Prior connects Bullace with the Span, bolas, bullets, and 
Lat. bullas, bosses on bridles ; and it is, no doubt, from the 
same root as these words and our own ball, bowl, &c., and 
has reference to the round shape of the fruit. Matzner sug 
gests that, as applied to the fruit, it is of Celtic origin ; and 
quotes in support a Wel. name Bwlas, and a Bret. Bolo/t, 
which latter De Candolle writes Polos.

The Celtic languages have an independent name for plum, 
the variations of which are the Bret. Hirin, Wel. Eirin, 
Manx Arn, Ir. Airne, and Gael. Airneay. It may possibly 
be connected with the Bask Arana. The Port, name, Ameixa, 
has already been alluded to, as being a misapplication of the 
Ar. Mesh, apricot. The Spaniards use for the cultivated 
plum, Ciruela, which appears quite independent.

The modern Gr. Sajuaiajvov is an extension to plums gene 
rally of a name originally applied only to a particular variety, 
that which Pliny describes as Damascena, and tells us was so 
called from having been introduced from Damascus. It still 
bears a cognate name in most European languages. In Span, 
the original Lat. name still survives, Damascena, but it is 
also written Amoscena: the Italians also generally drop 
the d, and say Amoscina ; but it is still retained in the 
Piedmont dialect, Darmassin. The Fr. has Prune-de-damas, 

G er. Pfaulm-damascenes; whence our old English Damask-
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plum and Damassyn (15th century), now contracted into 
Damson.

CHERRY, GEAN. The name of the cherry in the Cashmere 
dialect of Per., dlu-bdlu, or Plum's-cousin, marks correctly 
its affinity to the larger fruit. Probably this was at one time 
a more general name in Per., for it seems to survive at the 
other extremity of the district in which that language is 
spoken, in the Ball of the Caucasus. Another Per. name 
Kirns, which is found unchanged in Turk., and as Karas in 
Ar., is evidently of the same origin as the Gr. Kipamg, and 
the Lat. Cerasus; and we have historic record that this last 
name was given to the fruit, or probably to a superior kind 
of it, from its having been introduced from Kepaaovg or ('erasus, 
a town of Pontus. From the Lat. come most of the present 
European names for the cultivated fruit, as the Span. Cereza, 
Port. Gereja, and It. Cirieggia or Cilieggia. The Fr. Cerise 
is the immediate predecessor of our Eng. Cherry : the name 
was first introduced into English as Cherise, and it was so 
written up to even Chaucer's time ; but it gradually came to 
be regarded as a plural form, and the singular Cherry was 
formed for it; just as pea was formed from the original pease. 
The A. S. Ciris or Cyrs corresponds to the Dut. and L. G. 
Kerse, and the Ger. Kirsche. The Scandinavian languages 
add to the name that for berry, and we thus have the Dan. 
Kirse-boer, Swecl. Kurs-btir, and Ice. Krisi-ber. In Celtic 
tongues we find the Bret. Kerez or Gerez, N. Wel. Ceiriosen, 
S. Wel. Sirian, Gael. Sirist, and Ir. Sitin ; all evidently 
corruptions from the Lat.; as also the Hung. C&eresnye, and 
the various Bask forms Khereiza, Gkeiecia, Gerezi, and 
Ghezia.

There is, however, another series of names in European 
languages, applied chiefly to the wild fruit, which can also be 
traced back to Per. In that language the sour or wild Cherry 
is called Wishnelt, apparently from Weshnl, red, in allusion
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to the colour of the fruit; although the corresponding name 
in Ar., Wan/ma, is now restricted to the black cherry. In 
.Turk, the name is found almost unchanged, and it has 
passed into the Slavonic tongues, as the Boh. Wisne, 
Pol. Wisn, and Bus. WischenJca. In Mod. Gr. the initial 
letter is changed to /3, in fitaivoQ ; and in Wallachian to V, ns 
Visini. In Fr. by the common change of W into gu, it 
appears as Guigne, formerly written Guisne, and hence our 
Eng. Gean, the Span. Guinder, Port. Gttingeira, and Bret. 
Kignez. Dr. Prior observes " The Dalmatians will have 
" Italianized Wishna into Viscina . . . but the Italians 
" will have regarded Viscina as a diminutive in ' ina ' from 
" Viscia, and have replaced it, from some motive of euphony, 
" by Visciola, its present name, as they have formed Insciuola 
" from biscia, and pesciuola from pesce, &c., and hence the 
" Ger. Weichsel, which will not only represent the same tree, 
" but the same word, as our Gean''

By the light of Etymology, therefore, we should be led to 
ascribe to the Cherry an origin in the same district as its 
relatives the Peach, Almond and Apricot. The wild Cherry 
is called in Italy Amarasco, from amara bitter ; and dropping 
the A. becomes Marasco. In like manner, the Fr. Merine is 
formed from amure. Corresponding to this last, we have an 
English name Merry, now almost obsolete; but of the It. 
name our only representative is in the liqueur Maraschino.

APPLE. The Scr. name for the Apple,- Sevi, is in all pro 
bability not an original word in that language, but merely 
adopted from the Per. Sib or Siw. In neither language do 
we find any name for the fruit that could be the ancestor of 
Apple ; and yet, to ascertain the original meaning of our 
word, we must go back to Scr., in which dp signifies water, 
&nAji/tal, fruit, so that the name was given to the fruit because 
it was used in the preparation of a drink (cyder.) It thus 
corresponds exactly in meaning with the Lat. Poinum, which
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is from Trw/m, a drink ; although in form there is no name in 
the classical languages that corresponds with " Apple" any 
more than in Per. or Scr. It runs, however, through all the 
Slavonic, Teutonic, and Celtic families of languages; and we 
must therefore conclude that it was adopted by the people 
speaking these languages, after they had separated from the 
Eastern and Southern divisions of the Arinn race ; but before 
they divided from each other, and while they still spoke a 
dialect of the original Arian, closely akin to Scr. The varia 
tions of the word are as follows :   Lithuanian Obolys ; Lett. 
Ahboli ; Gcr.Apfel; L. G. and Du t. Appel ; old Frisian Apel ; 
modern Aple or ^Eple ; A. S. JEpl, JEppel, Apl, or Ajntl ; 
old Norse and Ice. Eple, Epla, and Epli ; Dan. Mble ; 
Swed. Aple and Apel ; Bret. and Corn. Aval; Wel. Afal ; 
Ir. Uval and Uball ; Gael. Ubhall ; Manx Ooyl ; Dialect of 
Styria and Corinthia lablan ; Rus. and Pol. Julian ; Boh. 
Gabion. The name has been transmitted to some languages 
of different origin, as the Lapland Appel; the Tartar Apel 
and Alma ; from which last the Turk. Elma.

The Gr. name prjkov has already been noticed under Melon ; 
in the jEolic and Doric dialects it was changed to pu\ov, 
whence the Lat. Malum, used in rather a more specific sense 
than Pomum, which was applied to other round fruit like our 
own Pome. Both the Lat. names are represented in living 
Romance languages   Pomum by the It. Porno, the Catalonian 
Pomes, and the ¥r. Pomme ; and although the name is not 
applied in Port, to the fruit itself, it is found in Pomar, an 
apple-orchard   Malum is found in the It. Melo ; but I cannot 
connect it with the Port. MacCta and Maceira, Gallician 
Moceira, Castilian Manzano, and an old Fr. word, given by 
Gerard, Mansana. This series of names would rather 
appear to be independent, as is certainly the Bask Sat/arra 
or Sayar. The Ar. name Titfd'a is believed to be connected 
with the Hebr. Tapiicha, which is accordingly translated in
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our Bibles " apple." It is from a verb signifying to smell, 
and implies a fragrance belonging to the fruit, as noticed in 
Cant, vii, 8 ; and it is uncertain what fruit it really indicates, 
some authors supposing it to be the Citron, others the 
Quince.

The wild Apple has in some languages distinct names from 
the cultivated, as the Span. Esjieriega, the Fr. Reinette, and 
the Bret. Griynon; but in others it is merely called a " wild 
" apple," or wood- or forest-apple (malum sylvestre) ; and it 
is supposed that our term Crab or Crab-apple had originally 
this latter meaning, coming from the Gael. Craobh, a tree, a 
word connected with our Scrub and Shrub. Thus in the 
" Grete Herball" (A.D. 1530) the fruit is called a Wood- 
crabbe; find according to Turner (A.D. 1551) the tree is 
called " in the north countre a Scarb-tree," the present Scotch 
form of the name being Scrab. In some parts of England a 
Crab is termed a Wharre; and this name also is believed to 
be of Celtic origin, and to come from the Wel. Chwerw, 
bitter.

From the variety of names applied to it, the Apple would 
appear to be native oVer a wide district, extending from W. 
Asia to the shores of the Atlantic.

QUINCE. The variety of names which this fruit bears 
would indicate that it also is native over a wide range. In 
Per. it has several titles, of which one, Safar-jal has passed 
into Ar. ; which however lias also a vernacular name Bedana. 
The Greeks called the wild quince arpovQiov, probably from its 
affording food for sparrows, in contrast with the cultivated 
fruit, fit for the use of man ; just as we call Prunus padus 
the Bird cherry ; and the Germans the service berry Spierliny. 
The cultivated fruit appears to have reached Greece from 
Crete, its name nri\ov mliaviov, or simply KvSwrta, being derived 
from the town of Cydon in that island. The Classical Lat. 
names were evidently adopted from the Greek, Malum-
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cotoneum, Cydonia, and Cotonea; but at a later date, when 
the meaning of the name had passed from memory, it was 
sometimes changed to G'octana, in allusion to the fruit being 
eaten cooked rather than raw. These Lat. names survive in 
the It. Mela-cotogna, Cotogna, and Codogiio, and in the 
Span. Codonyer; and have passed, through the Provence 
Codoiny, into the Fr. Going, and Cognasse; and thence, after 
the Conquest, into English as Coine. It was so written by 
Chaucer; but a variation to Quoyne and Quynsys took place 
in the 15th century, and thus originated our modern Quince, 
which has passed into Gael, as Citinnse. The It. Mela- 
cologna passed into Old Ger. as Kutlen-apfel, or Quitten- 
apfel; and the latter has been shortened into Quitte, its 
present form, which occurs also in Swed. The other Teutonic 
names are all from the same stem, as the A. S. Cod-eeppel; 
the old Dut. Quede-appel, now Kwe; and the Dan. Kvcede. 
The Boh. names, Kutna, Kdaule, and Gdaule may perhaps 
be extreme corruptions of the Lat. ; but the other Slavonic 
names are distinct, as the Pol. Pigwa, and Rus. Aiva  the 
latter possibly Tartar, as it corresponds with the Turk. Ayva. 
The Hung. Birs stands by itself, unless it be connected with 
the Per. Bih. A distinct name exists in the Peninsula, in 
the Span. Membrillo and Port. Marmelo; which are derived 
from a Med. Lat. name, Meli-melum, nud that in its turn 
from the Gr. /«X(/j>)Xov, a sweet apple, from pi\t, honey, aud 
Hrfrov, apple. The Port, name exists in English only in the 
word " Marmalade," in Port. Marmelada, the confection so 
called having been originally prepared from quinces, as 
appears also from its It. name Cotognalo.

MEDLAR. Several names are attributed to this fruit in 
Per.; Kuzsk, Azduf, and Zaar; the last found in Ar., as 
Za'ur. Another Arab name is Mosltmala (in Turk, mushinala} 
which is probably connected with the Gr. peinnXoi'; but 
whether it is a corruption of the Gr. name, or the Greeks
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adopted their name from the Arabs I cannot determine. The 
only derivation of pttrKiXov that suggests itself is, that it is, 
like so many of the Greek names for fruit, of geographical 
origin, and connected with Mespila, a Persian town. From 
the Gr. comes the Lat. Mespilum, which is the source of all 
the present European names; except the Rus. The Italian 
has both Menpola and Nespola, a change of M into N which 
is found also elsewhere, as in the Span. Nispera and Nespler, 
the Port. Nespera, and the present Fr. Nefle. The Old Fr. 
name given by Cotgrave, Mesle, is the immediate parent of 
our English name, which was sometimes written Mele, but by 
Chaucer's time had changed to Medlar, just as the Fr. verb 
tnesler has come down to us as meddle. The A. S. had a 
cognate name Maid; but also one descriptive of the aperient 
effect of the fruit, Openers, which is found up to 15th century, 
and is equivalent to one still in use in the L. G. dialects. 
The name in other Teutonic languages retains a greater 
resemblance to the Lat., being Mispol in Ger., Dut., Dan., 
and Swed.; in Celtic it appears in Bret. and Wel. both as 
Mesperen and Gwisperen; in Slavonic, in Boh. as Nesspule 
and Nusspule, and in Pol. as Niesplik; while it has spread 
into Bask as Mizpeira, and into Hung, as Nasspolya. Rus. 
has two names, both distinct from the series derived from the 
Lat., Irga and Kizilinike.

PEAK. Of the Per. names for the Pear, one, Amrud, is 
found in Ar. as Armud, and in Turk. o&.Ermod. Another, 
Akhglir, may perhaps be connected with the Gr. names OX/MIC 
and 6yx>"i, which some derive from ay<t«i> to choke or throttle, 
just as the wild pear is called, in some parts of England, the 
Choke-pear, and in German Wurg-bitne, having the same 
meaning, in allusion to the effect produced by the intense 
sourness of the fruit. If this derivation be correct, the Gr. 
name must have been applied to the sour wild fruit, for which 
afterwards only u^pac was retained, and o-yxvn applied to the
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cultivated fruit. Achras is still used in science as a specific 
name for the pear ; and is probably the origin of the Slavonic 
names of the fruit, the Boh. Krusska, Pol. Gruzka, and Kus. 
Gruscha; possibly, even, through the herbalists, of Acheria, 
the Bask name for the wild pear.

Varieties of the cultivated fruit received from the Greeks 
distinguishing names from the places where they grew; and 
as we now speak of apples as Keswick-codlins and Ncwtown- 
pippins, so they called one kind of pear <T>WK<C, from the town 
of that name, and another airws, or Peloponnesian. From the 
latter is formed a diminutive, <w«?jj, which remains the name 
of the pear in modern Gr.

The only derivation that I find suggested for the Lat. 
Pyrus, is from irvp, fire the fruit, as it hangs from its stalk, 
resembling the shape of a flame, broad below, and tapering 
upwards ; but this is far from satisfactory. From Pyrus are 
descended names applied to the fruit in all European lan 
guages, except the Slavonic family. In It., Span., and Port, 
it is written Peru ; in Fr. Poire, whence our Pear. Other 
languages present but slight variations of these forms, the 
greatest being the change of p into b in the Ger. dialects, 
some of which also add an ». In S. Ger. the name occurs 
both as Piern and Biern, in the L. G. of Bremen as Bere, 
and in H. G. as Birne. The A. Saxons called the fruit Pera, 
but the tree Pirige; and the latter name, varied to Piry, 
Pire, and Perye, was used up to the 15th century.

Besides the series derived from the Lat., we find a few 
independent names for this fruit. The Welsh, besides Peren, 
call it Gelli/g and Rhwnen; the Hungarian Korte; and 
the Basks Udare, Madaria, and Uraria; but I cannot 
trace whether these names are significant in the respective 
languages.

SORB or SERVICE-TREE WHITEBEAM. From the fruit of
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Sorbus domesticus, L., the Romans prepared a beverage, 
alluded to by Virgil in the passage 

. . . . " Et pocula laeti 
" Formento atque acidis imitantur vitea sorbis,"

(Gear. Ill, 379.)

which Dr. Prior quotes in support of his derivation of 
" Service," from the Lat. cerevisia, ale. With this I cannot 
agree, but believe rather that the English -word is a mere 
corruption of the Lat. Sorbus; for the change of b to v is 
common, and found in the Port, names of this very fruit, 
Sorva and Serva. Virgil's allusion, however, quite explains 
the Lat. name itself, which is synonymous with Sorbus, n 
drink. The names in the S. of Europe, where the tree grows, 
are all derived from the Lat. In modern Gr. oovpfia. has 
superseded the old name ovov or oov; It. and Span, have 
Sorba, and Fr. Sorbe. In the languages of Northern Europe 
the name is sometimes transferred to the closely allied Sorbus 
terminalis, Cr. ; which we term Service-tree, and the Welsh 
Sarjf-wydden (irydden = tree) ; and the fruit of which was in 
Gerard's time called Sorbe-apple, corresponding to the present 
Dut. Sorbe-appel. In Ger. it is termed Sperber-apfel, Sj>ier- 
apfel, or Spierliny, from Sperling, a sparrow ; resembling 
thus in meaning the Gr. arpovOwv, wild quince; and indi 
cating that the fruit is fit for birds only. The same idea 
presents itself also in another Dut. name Lijstcr-ben, or 
thrush-berry; in the Fr. name for the Rowan-tree, Sorbier 
des Oiseleurs; and in the Ger. name for its fruit Vogel-beere, 
bird-berry. Another Ger. name for the fruit of the Service- 
tree, Ruhr-birne, or flux-pear, seems to express the injurious 
effect produced by eating it. The same signification is 
possessed by the Dan. name Tamvrid-abil (Tamvrid = colic). 

This tree and its fruit have many independent names in 
other languages, showing that it is native over nearly all
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Europe; as the Swed. Oxel, varying locally to Axul and 
Asald; \\ieiGer.Else-beereKaAArles-baiim; the Wel. Rltafol 
and Cyrafol; Bret. Kerzin; Boh. Brek or Brak; Pol. 
Jarzab; Hung. Okie, Tejltal, Polehal, and Barkoca. Some 
of these names prohably include another closely allied tree, 
not always distinguished, which we know as the White-learn 
(beam in A.S.  tree) from the white colour of the under 
surface of the leaves. The same peculiarity originates its 
Ger. name Mehl-baum or Meal-tree, and the Swed. name for 
the fruit, Molne-bdr.

MULBERRY. It may be advisable to give here in the first 
place the derivation of " berry." The word can be traced 
back to the Scr. Bhaksli, to eat, whence Bhakshya, food ; so 
that to speak of edible berries is in a manner tautological. 
The Lat. form Bacca survives in It., is changed in Port, 
to Baga, in Span, to Baya, and in Fr. to Bate. The initial b 
appears as^; in the Gr. wprjv, the 0. H. G. Pert or Pert; 
and in the Old Saxon Pasi; but other languages retain or 
resume the b, as in the Ger. Beere, Gothic Basja or Basi, 
Dut. Bes or Bezie, A. S. Beriy, the immediate predecessor of 
our Eng. Berry, and in the Dan. B<et, Swed. Bar, and Ice. 
Ber. The Celtic forms are more modified, as the Bret. Bel'ch, 
and Wel. Bacon. The word has been adopted into Hung, 
as Bogyo.

Under the name " berry " we include fruits agreeing in 
their succulence and small size, but differing greatly in their 
structure. We apply it for instance to simple round fruits, 
like the Gooseberry and Cranberry; and also to aggregate 
fruits, consisting of a number of separate carpels, such as the 
Mulberry and Raspberry. To these last we find applied in 
different Arian languages a series of names, evidently related 
to each other. The names vary in their application ; some 
times they are generic, as the Corn. Moyar and Bret. Mouiar; 
more frequently they are restricted specifically to one or other 
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of the fruits, as the Gr. popav and Lat. Morus a Mulberry, 
the Slavonic Malina and Hung. Malna, a raspberry, the 
Wel. Mwyar, IT. Srneur, and Manx Smair, a blackberry, and 
the Port. Mor-ango, a strawberry. This diversity of appli 
cation is adverse to the etymology usually attributed to the 
classical names for the mulberry, which assigns to them a 
reference to its colour, and supposes them to come from /^aupoc 
or maurus, black, a word that survives in our " moor." A more 
likely derivation is from /uttpw, I divide or cut, presuming the 
names to have reference to the composite structure of the 
fruit* ; but they may be from the root mor or mal, signifying 
softness or mellowness, and be related to the Lat. molle, 
L. G. mor, A. S. moerwa, H. G. miirbe, Old Frank mur, and 
Fr. meur, all meaning soft. (See above under Melon.) 
There is a strange coincidence in the resemblance between 
the series of Arinn names, and some of quite different origin, 
but equally meaning " berry." Thus in Lapland mttor is a 
tree, muorje, a berry, the latter appearing in Esthonian and 
Wotiak as muli ; and in Bask a berry is mtilkoa, from muru, 
dim. mulkva, a heap, pile, or bunch.

From the Lat. Morus come the modern names for the Mul 
berry in most European languages ; as the It. and Span. Mora, 
Port. Amora, and Fr. Mure, which varies in the patois de 
Berri to Molle. This interchange of r and / runs through 
the -whole series of names : some languages have both, the 
Danes saying indifferently Mor-bter and Mal-bar, while Irish 
has Mucoir and Maol-dearg, (deary =^ berry), and Gael. 
Smeur and Maol-dhearc (dhearc = berry). Some retain 
the r, as the Dut. Moer-bezie, A. S. Mor- or Mur-berig, Ice. 
Mor-ber, Wel. Mor- or Mer-wydden (wydden = tree), Bob. 
Morusse, and Pol. Morwa : and some substitute /, as the 
Ger. Maul-beere, our own Mul-berry, and Swed. Mul-bdr.

* Ostruz-ina, the Boh. name for the blackberry, seems to express a liio 
meaning, and to spring from the stem of Ottruz-ky, a segment.
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The Bask names, Mdsufa and Mazuza, would by tliemselves 
almost appear to be independent, but there is another form 
Mar-tchuka, which makes it not unlikely that they are merely 
extreme corruptions of the Span. name.

The Per. name Tut has passed into Ar. and Turk., and is 
the origin of the Rus. Toutovaie-iagoda (iagoda = berry.) 
The Hung. Eper seems independent, but is in some degree 
generic, the Mulberry itself being Fai-eper (fai = tree), 
while the Strawberry is contrasted as Foldi-eper (foldi = 
earth).

BLACKBERRY, BRAMBLE. The fruit of the Bramble so 
closely resembles in appearance the black Mulberry, that wo 
can readily understand how in some languages names have 
been given to it that are cognate with the classical name of 
the Mulberry ; as the Wel. Mwyar, IT. Smeur, and Manx 
Smair. More frequently however there is added some specific 
designation, and the name signifies the wild- or Bramble- 
mulberry. Thus in It. it is called Moro-de-rovo, in Span. 
Zarsa-mora (Zarza = bramble), in Port. Amora-de-silveira 
(iSiVivtYa == bramble), and in i'r. Miire-sauvage. Another 
series of names has direct reference to the colour of the fruit, 
as the Corn. Moran-dhiu, Ir. Smeur-dub, Gael. Dearcay-dubh, 
all meaning the same as our own Black-berry. In the Hung. 
Hamvas-szeder also, Hamoas signifies the colour of a cinder, 
while Szeder is apparently an independent name. The Lat. 
name Rubus would appear to have been originally bestowed 
on the Raspberry, and to be expressive of its red colour ; but 
it was afterwards extended to include the Blackberry, and 
eventually came to indicate, when unqualified, the latter, 
the Raspberry being specifically distinguished as Rubus idceus, 
the Bramble of Mount Ida. From Rubus come the names of 
the Bramble in It. Rovo, and in Fr. Ronce, or, as it was 
formerly spelt, Rouce. An independent name is found in 
the Span. Zarza, and Port. Sarya: the latter language has 
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also Silveira, probably in reference to the Bramble being a 
wood- or wild-plant, in contradistinction to the cultivated 
Mulberry.

The Teutonic languages have a series of names from the 
same stem as our own Bramble, whose immediate predecessor 
was the A. S. Bremel or Brembel. The L. G. form was 
Brummel, surviving in the Dut. Braam, and Dan. Brain; 
while the 0. H. G. Pramo is now represented by the Ger. 
Brotn. Many and various are the derivations that have been 
suggested for these names. Casaubon thinks that they are 
from papvcs or Rhamnus, the classical names for the Buck 
thorn, " for nothing is more frequent than putting ft before 
" an initial p." Junius suggests that they come from ftpufivXog 
" a genus of evil plants," or from ftptfjaiv, to sound; with 
which last Dr. Prior agrees, considering the words to be 
" connected etymologically with the Ger. brummen, Lat. 
"fremere, and others indicating noise." Their original root 
is the Scr. brahm, to whirl about.

While using Bremel for the plant, the Anglo-Saxons called 
the fruit Heort-beri (Hart-berry) after the male deer; in 
contrast to Hind-beri, their name for the Raspberry, as being 
a tamer and less robust kind of plant. In provincial English 
the Cloudberry (Rubus Chameemorus) is still known as the 
Roebuck-berry. In the same way the Swedes call the black 
berry Bjorn-hallon or Bear's raspberry, and the Dewberry 
(Rubus ceesius) Bjorn-bar, or Bear's berry ; the latter name 
being also found in Ice. as Bjonna-ber.

The Celtic names for the Bramble Bret. Drez, Wel. 
Dyrisien, Manx Dress, Ir. and Gael. Dris mean primarily a 
thorn; and indeed names signifying thorny bushes in a 
general sense are often applied specially to the bramble. 
Besides the names above-mentioned, we find many other 
independent names for the Bramble, or its fruit, which show 
sufficiently its extended indigenous area. It will suffice to
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give only a few of them Per. Turmiish, Gr. /3aroc, Rus. 
Ejenika, Boh. Ostruzina, Pol. Jezyna, Bask Lar or Lahar, 
Turk. Chaly, nnd Ar. 'ollick.

DEWBERRY. The present English name forEubus csesius, 
L., corresponds both in meaning and etymology with one of 
its Ger. names* Thau-beere; and Dr. Prior has no hesitation 
in regarding it as the representative of Thefe- Thife- or 
Thyfe-thorn, a common A. S. name. Mr. T. Wright, how 
ever, identifies this with the Gooseberry, which at the present 
time is known as Thape or Fajie in the Eastern Countries. 
I cannot presume to decide between two such authorities, but 
will merely state what evidence I am acquainted with bearing 
upon the point. In favour of Dr. Prior's view there is the 
resemblance of the two names Dew and Thefe, the change of th 
to d, and ofy to v and w, both being agreeable to etymological 
rules; but, on the other hand, there is quite as great affinity 
between Thefe and Thape, the change ofy to p being equally 
common, so that this argument does not help us much. 
Turning next to the application of the old name, we find that 
Theve-lhorn is used by Wyclif as a translation of the Lat. 
lihamnus of the Vulgate, in the fable of the election of a 
king by the trees (Judges ix, 14, 15), where our present 
Version reads " bramble," with a marginal reading " thistle." 
lu the A. S. nnd early English vocabularies, from Archbishop 
Alfric's in the 1 Oth century to one of the 15th century, 
whenever Thefe-thorn appears, it is always as the equivalent 
of lihamnus, so that thus far the identification is pretty 
certain ; the only question is what plant, known to them, did 
our forefathers consider lihamnus to mean. Dr. Prior quotes 
this passage from Matthioli " Monachi qui in Mesuem 
" commentaries edidere, Rhamnum existimaverunt rubum 
" quendam, qui humi repens, incultisque proveniens, mora 
" ceeruleo potius quam nigro colore profert" to show that

* Another Ger. name is Kratz-beere, or Scratch-berry.

I
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ecclesiastical tradition had probably fixed upon the dewberry 
as representing Rhamnus. It is strange if this should be so, 
for it is evident that in Jotham's fable some plant is meant, 
either barren, or bearing fruit that is worthless compared with 
the olive, fig, or grape : while the dewberry is superior to the 
fruit of any other kind of bramble. The only time Shake 
speare mentions tho fruit is in " Midsummer Night's Dream," 
where Titania, giving orders to her attendants respecting 
Bottom, instructs them to " feed him with apricocks and 
" dewberries, with purple grapes, green figs, and mulberries;" 
and it is thus associated with figs and grapes, the very fruits to 
which Ehamnus is intended to be a contrast. In a vocabulary 
of the names of plants written about the middle of the J3th 
century,* and evidently intended for the use of a medical 
practitioner, explanations of the Latin names are given in 
Anglo-Norman, as well as in English. Thus Fraya is 
explained as Fraser, Streberi; next to which comes " Ramni, 
" Grosiler, Thefe-thorn;" there is no difficulty in identifying 
" Grosiler " with Groseille the Fr. for Gooseberry ; so that 
this evidence, so far as it goes, entirely favours the identifi 
cation of Thefe with Thape.

Dr. Prior says " the word ' theve' seems to be related to 
"such as imply lowliness and subservience, Gothic tltivan to 
" subject, thivi a female slave, &c." : to which I would add 
A. S. thyfel a shrub, underwood. It is intelligible that the 
gooseberry should have been regarded as a K/trub-ihorn, as 
distinguished from the higher growing Hawthorn and Sloe- 
thorn on the one hand ; and from the straggling brambles on 
the other.

Besides Thau-beere (Dew-berry), this fruit is termed in 
Ger. Tauben-beere (Dove-berry) ; and it has been suggested 
that this has arisen from the bluish bloom of the fruit, likened 
to .Dowcolour; in which case our Eng. name may have a
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similar origin, and come from the A. S. Duua, a dove. In 
Scotch it is called Avron or Averin, said to be from a Ger. 
aver, wild, though I do not find such a word.

RASPBERRY. This plant has such a number of indepen 
dent names that it is only occasionally possible to connect 
together its titles even in allied languages. Its resemblance 
in structure to the Mulberry is marked by its Slavonic name, 
Malina, which is found in Rus., Boh., and Pol., and has passed 
into Hung, as Malna. The Lat. name Rubus, originally 
applied to it, has been noticed uuder Blackberry, as having 
reference to the colour of the fruit; but its distinctive names 
in the Romance languages are various. In It. it is called 
Lampone; in Castilian Sangueso, from the blood-like colour 
of the fruit; in Catalonian Gem or Gerdrae; and in the 
dialect of Aran Yrdus. Its Gallician name, Frambueso, is 
but little altered from the Fr. Framboise, which is considered 
by some to be a corruption of Brambezie, the Dut. name for 
the Blackberry ; but the Dutch themselves call the Raspberry 
Framboos. The A. S. and old English name, Hind-berry, 
has already been noticed as given to this fruit, in contrast to 
the Heort-berry (Blackberry.) We find a similar name in the 
Dan. Hind- or Hiii-bar, and in the Ger. Him-beere or H impel- 
beere. How the old " Hind" came to be superseded in 
Eng. by " Rasp," it is not easy to imagine. The latter 
Dr. Prior considers " to be of double origin ; being partly 
" corrupted from the Fr. Ronce or Ruuce, a bramble, as brass 
" from bronce, and partly from Reap, as it is called in Tusser, 
" a word that in the Eastern counties means a shoot, a sucker, 
" <i young stem, and especially the fruit-bearing stem of 
" Raspberries." In Swed. we find an independent name, 
Hallon; as also in most of the Celtic tongues the Bret. 
Tel, Wel. Mafon and Afon, Ir. Caor and Suffoy, the latter 
corresponding to the Gael. Sughag and Suidheag.

STRAWBERRY. The Port, name of the Strawberry, Mor-
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ango, has already been alluded to, as akin to that of the 
Mulberry. The same may be said of the Bask name, as that 
for Strawberry, Mar-ruli, (rubi = red) is evidently a contrast 
to that for Mulberry, Mar-tchuka. In like manner in Hung. 
Fai-eper (fai = tree) means Mulberry, and Foldi-eper 
ffoldi = earth) Strawberry, in allusion to their different 
habits of growth. This distinguishing feature of the Straw 
berry, that it trails along, and bears its fruit on, the ground, 
gives rise to its name in many languages. Thus the Arabs 
call it Tut-el-erdtlt (earth-mulberry) ; and the modern Greeks 
X,a/j.o-Kipa<ro£ (earth-cherry). The Slavonic names convey the 
same allusion, viz.: Pol. Poziemka (ziema = earth, and 
poziemy = terrestrial) ; Boh. Zemnice (zetn = earth) ; and 
Bus. Semlia-nika.

The Teutons call it simply " earth-berry," this being the 
meaning of the Ger. Erd-beere, Dut. Aard-bezie, Dan. lord- 
beer, and Ice. lardar-ber; while the Swedes apply lord-gulbar 
to the cultivated plant. Our own Strawberry, from the A.S. 
Streow-berig, expresses, although less directly, the same idea. 
It has reference not, as has been suggested, to gardeners using 
straw to keep the fruit from being dirtied by soil, nor to the 
wild fruit being in some parts of England offered for sale 
threaded upon grass-straws ; for the name existed long before 
either of these customs is at all likely to have prevailed; but 
it means that the plant trails or is " strawn" upon the ground.

The names of the Strawberry in Romance languages, other 
than Portuguese the It. Fragolo, Valencian Fraulera, Cas- 
tilian Fresa, and Fr. Praise are all evidently descended 
from the Lat. Fraga, which Facciolati considers to come 
from the Gr. pa£, gen. payoe, and to be based on a resem 
blance between the strawberry and grape ! I cannot conceive 
that this is a correct etymology, but am not able to suggest 
a better. Amongst Celtic languages, the Gael, name Suid- 
heag-lair connects the Strawberry with the Blackberry; the
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Corn. Moran-cala, is composed of the generic term Moran, 
and a specific epithet; but the other names are independent. 
The Bret. Sivi corresponds with the Syfi of S. Wales; while 
in N. Wales the name is Me/us or Mefys, and in Ir. Tlacd-sttd. 
Other names, alternative with some given above are the Swed. 
Similtron, meaning the wild plant; the Rus. Ktoudnika; 
Boh. Cerwene-gahody (red-berry) ; Hung. Szamocza ; modern 
Gr. icovjuapov, and Ar. Tul-frangi (Frank-mulberry).

GOOSEBERRY. Amongst our cultivated fruits the Gooseberry 
is remarkable for growing on a bush furnished with thorns or 
spines ; and it is accordingly this feature that has served 
most frequently as the basis of its original names. In It. it 
is called Dva-spina, from uva grape, and ttpina thorn, cor 
responding to the Spun, llva-esjrin and Fort. Uva-esjtim. 
In Ger. it has an original name Stachel-beere (prickle-berry), 
changed in a L. G. dialect to Stikk-bere, in Dan. to Slikkels- 
bcer, and in Swed to Stikkle-lar. Its Rus. name Krijornike 
(krij = cross) refers to a peculiarity of the spines, which 
grow three together, radiating from a common base, so as to 
assume the shape of a cross. This is also alluded to in the 
Dut. name Kruis-bezie (cross-berry), the origin of a Wel. 
name Grwys, of our own Goose-berry, and of the Swed. 
Krus-bar. This name formerly existed in Ger. as Kreutz- 
beere (cross-berry),* but is more frequently changed to 
Kraus-beere, which may be read as meaning " crisped-berry," 
and Krausel-beere. These Ger. names have given rise to the 
two names applied to this fruit in herbalists' Lat. The 
first, Uva-Criftpa, translates the apparent meaning of Kraus- 
beere, in which it is followed by the Sp. Expina-crispa : the 
second, Grossularia, or, as Gerard writes it, Crosstilaria, is 
a latinization of Krausel-beere. From it are descended the 
Castilian Grossella, and Fr. Groseille ; and from the latter

  Matthi«li, A.D. 1586.
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in turn the Gael. Groiseid, and lowland Scotch Grosser, 
Grossart, and Grossel. It has even passed back ngnin into 
Ger. as Grossel-beere. Other names connected with this 
series, though in a more corrupt form, are the Hung. Egres, 
and the Catalonian Agrasoits.

The Bretons have a uame for the Gooseberry, Sjiezad or 
Spechad, with the meaning of which I am not acquainted, 
unless it refers to the spines, like the Ir. Spionan, and the 
Wel. Eur-ddrain (golden-thorn). Lastly, the Bask name 
Mahals-larra means literally bramble (or thorn) grape.

An old Eng. name is t'eaberry, which Gerard records ns 
locally used in his native county of Cheshire. Dr. Prior 
shows that it is connected with an East Anglian name, 
different forms of which are Feap-berry, Fae-berry, Feabe, 
Fape, T/teabe, and Thape; for " an interchange of an initial 
"/and th is not uncommon. We find it, for instance, in the 
" verb fly, Gothic thliuhan, O. H. G. Jiiohan, Ger. fliehen ; 
" and in /hatches, a dialectal pronunciation of Vatches, i.e., 
"fitches or vetches,   to be heard in some parts of Somerset." 
He considers that the name has been adopted from a bad 
picture of a melon, made to look exactly like a gooseberry, 
and headed with the old Ger. name " Pfebe ;" but it is haidly 
likely that a popular name of so common a fruit as the 
Gooseberry would be taken from a figure in a herbal. Mr. 
Wright, on the contrary, considers " thajie" to be the repre 
sentative of the A.S. the/K-tkorn, a view which we have 
already fully discussed under Dewberry.

CURRANT. Of the Eng. names that were applied to the 
Eed Currant the one that has the greatest appearance of 
being original is Garnet-berry, from the "rich red colour and 
" transparency " of the fruit, which gave it also another name 
" Red Gooseberry." Our present name Currant is compara 
tively modern, and arose from the fruit having been confounded 
with the small raisins so-called, which are imported from the
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Levant, and termed by the French Raisins de Corint/ie, from 
their coming, or being supposed to come, from Corinth. This 
imagined identity led to another name Raisin-tree, and was 
probably the origin of a term for the fruit " Beyond sea 
" Gooseberry;" which literally translates an old Fr, name, 
mentioned by De Candolle, Groseille d' outre mer; and 
corresponds with the Swiss names he records Raisin de mare 
in the French-speaking and Meer-trubli in the German- 
speaking cantons.

The Lat. name, Riles, is equally the result of a false 
identification. Amongst the medicines of the medieval 
Pharmacopeia was a certain " Rob de Ribes," of Arabian 
origin, to which great virtues were attributed. It was found 
however that a good imitation of it could be prepared from 
Currants ; and thus the name Riles came to be applied to the 
Currant, " the faculties consenting thereto " as Gerard writes. 
The name thus conferred survives in the It. Ribes, in the 
Catalonian Riber, and was formerly found in Fr., both 
unchanged, and as a diminutive, Ribetle. From it also comes 
the Dan. Ribs, the Swed. Rips or Risp, and the Hung. 
Ribiszke, shortened by dropping the first syllable into Binzke.

In Ger. the Currant was called Traublin and Deerlin, 
diminutives respectively of Traubc, a bunch of grapes, and 
Beere, a berry. It was also termed St. Johann traubell, 
probably from its ripening about St. John's day, and this 
name now survives in the slightly modified form Johannis- 
beere (John's berry). The comparison of the currant with 
the grape is also found in the Turk, name f'renk-uziim 
(Frank-grape).

BERBERRY or BARBERRY. The origin of this name is 
found in the Ar. Uarbaris, said by Bochart from a Phoenicean 
svord barar, which expresses the brilliancy of a shell, alluding 
to the plant's shining leaves. The name has passed into Per. 
as Burburi and Enibarbaris; and was adopted into Med. Lat.
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as Berberis. Thence it has spread into most European 
languages; as the It. Berberi, Span. Berbero, Ger. Berberitze, 
Dut. and Dan. Berberisse, Swed. Berberis, our own Berberry, 
and Pol. Berberys. More corrupt forms are (he Hung. 
Borbolya, and the Rus. Dardarikhe, in which the b is changed 
to d, and from whence probably comes the Boh. Drac. The 
Portuguese call the plant Pibri-teiro, the first part of the 
name being no doubt a corruption of the Lat. ; and rendering 
it likely thnt so is also Piprige-tree, an old Eng. name 
recorded by Turner. Dr. Prior however reads this as Pip- 
rouge (red-pip), from Fr. pepin and rouge, "a name descriptive 
" of the colour and character of hs small juiceless fruit, 
" which seems to be rather a pip than a berry."

Apart from the Latin-descended names we find this plant 
called Satier-durn (sour-thorn) and Saiirach in Ger., Stir- 
tome in Swed., ol,v aicavOa. (sour-thorn) in Modern Gr., 
Soslcafa (sos/ca = sour) in Hung., and Agracejo (agrio = 
sour) in Span., all these names having reference to the 
sourness of the fruit. The It. Crespino, and Wel. Ysbin,
express the thorny nature of the plant; as also the Fr. Epine- 
rinetfe.

ELDER. The branches of this tree have a pith so soft as 
to be readily extracted by boring, and they are thus readily 
rendered hollow. This gives rise to an Eng. name Bore- 
tree ; and seems also to be the origin of the Ger. name 
Holun-der or Hol-der, the first syllable- coming from the 
same root as our words hull and hollow, the second connected 
with the Scr. and Zend, drtt, Gr. Sopv and fy>«c, and Slavonic 
dervo, all meaning tree, which is itself from the same root. 
From Holder the transition is not great to the Dan. Hyld, 
the Swed. Hyll, the A. S. Ellen and Eller, and our present 
Elder; but Dr. Prior considers these words " to mean 'Kindler,' 
" and to be derived through A. S. (fid, Dan. ild, Swed. eld, 
" fire, from telan, to kindle, .... a name which we
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" may suppose that it acquired from its hollow branches being 
" used, like the bamboo in the tropics, to blow up a fire." 
Ger. has another name Flieder, found in Swed. as Flader, 
and in Dut. as Viler.

The old Gr. name Am) is somewhat remarkable, for the 
plant is not at all a littoral species. It may be geographical 
in origin, and refer to <Wr;, an old name of Attica. It is 
changed in modern Gr. to the more special term wap\lfvKo<: a/cn/, 
and seems to have left no other descendant; but several 
existing European names come from the Lat. Sambucus or 
Sabucus. This name is said to come from the Gr. <ra^vKt\, 
Lat. sambuca, a musical instrument, supposed to have been 
made of Elder-wood ; the name of the thing made passing 
to the tree from which it is made, just as the Rowan 
and Ash are called after the rune tablets and spears 
for which their wood was used. The It. tiambuco, Port. 
Sabuffeiro, Span. Sauco, and Bask. Sabuka and SahuJca 
retain some resemblance to the Lat.; but the Fr. Bureau 
diverges more ; and as the successive steps by which this 
divergence has taken place can be traced, it may be worth 
while to detail them, as an example of the gradual manner in 
which changes, ultimately great, are brought about. The b 
in the Lat. Sabucus was first changed to It, and then dropped 
altogether, the transition forms still existing in the patois of 
Languedoc, Sahuc, and of Provence, Satic: the final c was 
next dropped, and the name became the old Fr. Sen, which 
survives as Seyu in Picardy and Burgundy. " Towards the 
" end of the middle ages the simple Suit is replaced by its 
" diminutive Seiierel, composed of the root Seii and suffix 
" erel, which is from Lat. arellus. By el becoming eau" 
(a change frequent in Fr., as Agneau, from Aynel), " old Fr. 
" Seiierel is contracted euphonically to Seiirel, then to Seurel, 
" whonce the old form Seureau."*

* Brachet's Etymological French Dictionary, p. 347.
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Still more unlike the Lat., though evidently derived from it, 
are the Bret. S&av and Skao, and Wel. Ysgaw, with which 
latter may be compared Yezgo, the Span, name for the dwarf 
Elder.

Among Slavonic languages the Pol. Bez is connected with 
the Boh. Bezynha, but Bus. has a distinct name Dousvina; 
and independent names also occur in Hung. Bodza, Turk. 
Murver, and Ir. Trum.

BILBERIIY, BLEABERRY, WHORTLEBERRY. Of these, our 
present English names, the first two refer to the colour of the 
fruit, Bilberry coming from the Dan. Bolle-bcer (dark-berry) 
and corresponding with the Ger. Schwarz-beere (black-berry) ; 
while Blealerry is akin to the Swed. Blfi-boer, Ice. Bla-ler, 
Dan. Blaa-boer, Ger. Blau-beere, and Dut. Blaau-bes, which 
may all be translated Blue-berry. The colour indicated by 
the Scandinavian words is however not exactly blue, but rather 
what we should term livid; for in Swed. a negro is called 
Bla-inand. The adjective blae still exists in the Cleveland 
district of Yorkshire, and is defined as meaning " a livid or 
" pale bluish colour." As applied to the berry, it has reference 
to the bluish bloom that covers it. In this respect, and 
indeed in appearance generally, the berries resemble those of 
the Myrtle, whence the specific name which the plant bears 
in science, Myrtillus, or little myrtle, the Span. Mirtillo, and 
our own Whortie-berry, which is merely a corruption of 
Myrtle-berry. Provincially it is varied to Wlturts, Black- 
worts, Hurtle- and Huckle-berry.

Growing principally on heaths, the plant receives from 
this circumstance its name in Ger. Heidel-beere and Gael. 
Dhearc-mhonaidh, both meaning heath-berry ; also in Manx 
Freoaghane (Freoagh = heath) and in Ir. Fraocan CFraoc   
heath). Being native over nearly all Europe, although in the 
S. confined to alpine situations, the plant has besides many 
independent names, as the Span. Arandano, Fr. Airelle, Wel.
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Llun, Ir. and Gael. Breileog or Braoileag, Rus. Tchernika, 
Pol. Brusznica, Boh. Boruwka and Cicoritka, Hung. Afonya, 
and Lapland Sarre. Some of these names are, however, 
generic, and include other similar berries, or refer to Vac- 
cinium uliginosum, which may almost be said to be popularly 
regarded as one and the same species as V. myrtillus: 
indeed amongst these wild berries names are used very loosely 
and inaccurately.

COWBERRY. Distinguished from the Bilberry by the red 
colour of the fruit, this is sometimes termed in English merely 
Bed bilberry, equivalent to Fr. Airelle-rouge, and Hung. 
Vercs-afonya. It is in Northern countries that we find it has 
a distinct nnme. The Laplanders call it Jogna ; the Swedes 
Lingon (Ling = heath) ; the Danes Tytte-bcer, and Kroaing- 
bfsr or Krosslinger. the latter probably from Kraes, dainty ;* 
and perhaps the origin of the Ger. Preissel-beere. Our own 
name Cowberry arises apparently from a blunder between 
Vaccinium, the generic name of science, and Vaccinum, what 
belongs to a cow. Vaccinium itself is a classical name of 
disputed etymology, some considering it to be identical with 
the Gr. vaKivOoc, It is quite uncertain to what plants Lat. 
authors applied it, for it was probably used for more than one, 
and may have included the hyacinth, or violet.

CRANBERRY. This name seems to be of Scandinavian 
origin; the Swed. Tran-laer, and Dan. Trane-baer, both 
meaning Crane-berry, have passed into Ger. as Krahn-beere, 
and to Eng, as Cran-berry; while the Fr. Canncbcrge is 
probably a corruption of these last. This name is given to 
the fruit, according to Dr. Prior, from its being ripe in the 
spring, when the Crane returns; but another suggestion is 
that it is from its being eaten by that bird ; and yet a third 
that it is from the peduncles of the flowers being crooked at

* The other Danish name may express the same idea, as mil be seen by 
comparing Tytte, with our Tit-bit.
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the top, so that before the expansion of the flowers they 
resemble the head and neck of a Crane. From the localities 
in which it grows this plant is sometimes known as the Boy- 
wort or Boy-berry, as Fen-berry, Moor-berry or Moss-berry, 
the last agreeing with the Ger. name Moos-beere. It has 
independent names in Wel. Llygaeron and Ceiros-y-waun; 
and in Gael. Muileag and Gearr-dhearc (hare-berry.)

BEAHBERRY. This name, according to Dr. Prior, arises 
from the fruit being a favourite food of bears. It is equiva 
lent to the names in Ger. Biiren-traube, Fr. Raisin d'oitrs, 
Rus. MedvUdjie-iagoda, and Hung. Medve-szolo ; and also 
to the Castilian Uvaduz, if this can be regarded as a corrup 
tion of Uca d'ttrse. Another Castilian name, Gayuba, is 
independent, while the Catalonian name, Buxarola, is con 
nected with the Fr, Busserole. A second name for this berry 
is found in Hung. Kukojcza-bogyo (Cuckoo-berry) ; and in 
English it is also termed Meallerry, equivalent to the Dan. 
Meel-bcer and Swed. Mjdl-bdr, and considered by Dr. Prior 
to be " from the floury character of the cellular structure of 
" the fruit."

CROWIIERRY or CRAKEBERRY. These names, like most of 
those which we use for our wild berries, are of Scandinavian 
origin, and come from Old Norse Kra/ca, a crow, the cognate 
forms being Dau. Krake-bter, Swed. Krdk-bar, Ice. Kraeki-ber, 
and Ger. Kraheti-beere. They refer to the colour of the fruit, 
" as black as a crow." Another German name, Ramch-beere 
(intoxicating-berry), seems to indicate that the berry has been 
used in the preparation of a drink ; and this is confirmed by 
its names in Hung. Mamorka, meaning literally " drunk," 
in Eus. Vodianiga (vodia = water), and in Finnish, the 
name in that language meaning Water-berry.

CHESTNUT. The Greeks called the Chestnut Kapvov Ivftoimv, 
i.e., Eubcean nut, as well as K&pvov Kaaraviuv, or more shortly 

, from Castana, a city of Thessaly. This latter name
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has spread into neighbouring languages into Per. as Kastal, 
into the Ar. of Syria as Kesten, and into Lat. as Castattea, 
through which it has since descended into the later languages 
of Europe. The It. Castagna, Sp. Castana, Port. Caslanha 
present very little change. The modern French has dropped 
the s in Chataigne, but it was formerly written Chastaigne; 
and from this older form came the Old Eng. Chestein, as in 
Chaucer, and Chesten, whence, with the subsequent addition 
of nut, as expressing the nature of the fruit, our present 
Chestnut. The A. S. name was Cist or Cystel, the other 
Teutonic forms being Ger. and Dan. Kasianie, Dut. and 
Swed. Kastenj, and Ice. Kastania. The Bret. has Kistin 
and Gistenen, Wel. Castan, Boh. Russian, Pol. Kasztau, 
and Bus. Kachtdne. The name has also passed into non- 
Arian languages, as the Bask Gastaina, Hung. Gesztenje, 
and Turk. Kastane.

Another series of names originates with the It. Morroni, 
which is found in Old. Span, as Morone, in Fr. as Marron, 
and in Ger. as Marone.

WALNUT. This nut has a simple Per. name Giiz, corres 
ponding to the Hebr. I'gbz, and Ar. Jauz, which is found in 
Turk, as Javz. The Greeks probably received the nut from 
the Persians, as one of their names for it was K&pvov irepatKov 
(Persian nut), but they also called it Kapvov ftainXiKov, or royal 
nut. Kapvov is a generic term, and evidently comes from ica/Jt), 
a head, most likely originally in allusion to the shape of nuts, 
hut according to Pliny from their producing headache. This 
has led to the suggestion that the corresponding Lat. word, 
Nux, may come from nocere, to hurt, " quod capiti noceat;" 
but it is evidently from the same root as knit, knot, knopf, 
knob, implying a hard round lump. The specific name of 
the Walnut in Lat. was Juglam, a contraction of Jovis glans 
or Jove's acorn ; but modern Romance languages restrict to it 
names that are derived from the primarily generic Nux; as 
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the It. Noce, Sp. Nuez, Port. Noz, and Fr. Noix. Similar 
names run through the Teutonic and Celtic languages, hut 
are in them, as Nux was in Lat., generic ; as the Ger. Nuss, 
But. Noot, A. S. Hnut, Dan. Need, Swed. Not, Wel. Cnau, 
Ir. Cno, Gael. C7t«o or Cnudh.

To Central Europe the Walnut seems to have heen intro 
duced from Italy; as the Lith. Itoliskas-ressutys, Boh. 
Wlasky-orech and Pol. Orzeche-wloski all mean " Italian 
nut;" and although the Ger. Walsche-nuss may he translated 
" foreign nut," the term Walsche was more particularly 
applied to the Italian. It has since been shortened into 
Wall-nuss, which is found in Dut. as Wal-noot, in Dan. as 
Wal-nxd, and in Swed. as Wal-not. The A. S. name Wealh- 
knut meant, like the Ger., foreign nut, and thence our present 
Walnut; but there was formerly a modification of the name, 
Welsh- or Walsh-nut, which seems to have come direct from 
the Ger., and was in use as late as Gerard's time. The Wel. 
name Cneuen-ffreinig, and the Gael. Chno-ffranach, both 
mean " French nut." Other names are Rus. Greczkoi-orjech 
(Greek nut) ; a Ger. name Lamberts-mess, which according 
to Max Muller means Lombardy nut; and L. G. Ooker-not, 
surviving in the Dut. Okker-noot, The Hung, name Did is 
entirely independent; as also the Bask Elzaur, Intzaur, and 
Inchaiir.

HAZEL. The Gr. names for the hazel nut were 
small nut, which survives in Modern Gr., and

Pontic nut, a designation apparently geographical, 
and probably the origin of the Ar. Bondoq, Per. Ftinduk, 
and Turk. Fyndyq. For the lush the Gr. name was KopvXoc, 
found in Lat. as Corylus; and these classical names are 
etyrnologieally closely related to the Teutonic name Hasel, 
though so unlike in appearance. The Gr. K and Lat. c are, 
according to Grimm's law equivalent to the Teutonic /**;

* Compare Gr. xapSta, Lat. Cordis, with Ger. Herz and Eng. Heart.
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and s is, in the classical languages, sometimes turned into r 
when it stands between two vowels.*

In the Celtic languages Grimm's law would lead us to 
expect that the initial k sound would be retained, and we 
shall find that it is, although the r is dropped entirely. It is 
evident, therefore, that these names have descended to their 
different families of languages from some common ancestor.

Dr. Prior's explanation of the Teutonic word is as follows:  
" A.S. Hcesl or /tassel, .... the instrumental form of 
" A. S. hoes, a behest, an order, from A. S. hatan, 0. H. G. 
" lidizan, Ger. heissen, give orders, a hazel stick having been 
" used to enforce orders among slaves and cattle, and been 
" the baton of the master. J. Grimm (Gesch. d. Deuts. 
" spr. p. 1016), observes, ' Dir hirt zeigt uns das einfache des 
" ' fiirsten, des iroipji/ \a.ut>, uud sein hasel stab erscheint, 
"' wieder im zepter der Konige: hafa i hendi heslikylfo' 
" [hold in hand a hazel staff], an expression that occurs in 
" Ssemund's Edda, in the second lay of the Helgaquida, 
" Str. 20."

While agreeing with the above derivation, I am bound to 
state that an entirely different one is supported by some, who 
derive the Teutonic names from the conspicuous husk or 
beard in which the nut is enveloped, and refer to the follow- 
iug words as being cognate. Dan. Hase, the beard of nuts, 
haa&, haser, the beard of corn ; fas, Svred.fuas, the beard of 
nuts, Bavarian hosen,fesen, the husk of corn. In Eng. the 
word hose was formerly used in the same sense, as appears 
from the explanation given in Florio's Italian Dictionary of 
the word " follicoli," viz.: " the hull, hose, peel or thin skin 
" that encloseth any wheat or rye when it is green." 
(Wedgewood.)

The Lat. form is represented in modern languages by the

* As in Genn», Generis. Compare also Yesterday with Heri.
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Fr. Coudre. " Corylus regularly contracted into Cor'lus, has 
" had its / transposed, and hecomes Col'rus. (The word 
" Colrina is to be seen in a 9th cent, document.) Colrus 
" becomes 0. F. Coldre, by regularly contracting Ir into Idr, 
" whence Coudre by softening ol into ou." (Brachet, Etym. 
Diet. p. 97.) The Celtic names, though they present some 
outward resemblance to the first syllable of the old Fr. Col 
dre, have in all probability not been derived, like it, from the 
Lat., but have descended from some anterior form. The 
variations are Wel. Collen, Ir. Coll or Coill, Gael. CaU-trun, 
and Bret. Kelvez. Those of the Teutonic name are, Ger. 
Hasel, Dut. Hazel, A. S. Heesl or Hasel, passing into old 
Eng. Hasell and our present Hazel, Dan. Hcessel, and Swed. 
Hassel.

The Romance languages, while they restrict specifically to 
the Walnut names derived from the Lat. Nux, apply to the 
hazel-nut diminutives formed from them, as the It. Nacelle or 
Nocciuolo, Sp. Nofiher, and Fr. Noisette. They have also 
another series of names, It. Avellane, Sp. Avellano, Port. 
Avelda, and Fr. Avelline, which are all slight modifications of 
the Lat. Avellana, a name which, Pliny states, was given to 
nut from Abella, a town of Campania, Of independent 
names may be mentioned the Boh. Leska or Leskowy, in Pol. 
Laskowy ; the Hung. Mogyoro ; and Bask. Ur.


